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William

Braley and daughter
Taunton, Mass., are visiting
Whiting, 2d.

oi

Mrs. S. K.

Members of the Ellsworth
festival
chorus are reminded that rehearsals will
be resumed this evening.
Mrs. George P. Dutton ami daughter
Louise have returned from a visit of several weeks in Massachusetts.
Miss M. A. Clark is attending the anmeeting of the Josselyn botanical society of Maine at Waterville.
nual

shooting.
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opens to-morrow.
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of his sister, Mrs. John Patten, of New-
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Franklin
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Tax Co’loot or A. K. Woodward is out
again after a short but severe illness.

Gertrude,
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burg.
Hattie Darling, of Enfield, who
been the guest of Mrs. A. H. Carlisle
for the past two weeks, has
returned
has

8,

home.
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Latest stylos direct from the manufacturers. No
In Hancock countv who wants best value for
his money can afford to fall to Inspect my .'•tuck.
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sixty
seventy cases a day.
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King’-<
Daughters for September will be held
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brought to the county jail yesterday tc
serve sixty days for
He
intoxication.
was “seeing things” this morning, and a
of
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will buy a new Guaranteed
We have other
BICYCLE.

grades

at

higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing

of all sorts.

General Hardware.

Bicycles and Sundries.
Tools, Implements.
Carriage Stock and
Millmen’s

Supplies.

Orders by mail receive prompt and
personal fattention.
18 state

Street,

GEO. H.

Ellsworth,

Me.

GliANT,

INSURANCE.

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.,
Franklin St.,
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Ellsworth.
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AND
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weeks
Stockbridge,
Henry
vacation spent with his parents, Mr. ami
Mrs. S. I*. Stockbridge, in this city, left
for New York last Friday.
He expects tc
B.

join

a

after

theatrical company for

a

a

few

tour West.

Rev. Thomas VanNess, pastor of the
historic Second church, of Boston, occupied the pulpit of the Unitarian church
in
this
city Sunday morning. Ik
preached an interesting sermon on Unitarian doctrine.

proposed sail among the islands
clam-bake at Bartlett’s Island were
given up, the crowd at the wharf when
the steamer was ready to start not being
of paying size. The excursion to North
port also was given up for the same
The

ARTHUR SHUTE & CO.
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BUTTER

the

merry rounds of the county fairs with
his merry-go-round, is preparing to go to
Porto Rico wit. hi* jut tit as soon as the
fair season is over.

w.v,... ..

JUST

going

is

BAR HARBOR.

and

a

reason.

Miss Lucy H. Tapley, of the faculty of
Spelman seminary, Atlanta, Ga., who is
spending her vacation with her parents
at West Brooksville, is visiting O. W.
Tapley and wife in this city. Mias Tapley formerly taught in the schools of this
city. She returns to Atlanta Oct. 1 to
commence her ninth year at Spelman.
B. J. Dunn, of Boston, formerly of the
Bangor News, was in town last week, and
made The American a pleasant call. Mr.
Dunn has forsaken newspaper work for
the law.
Hegraduated in June from the
Boston
been

his
bis vacation roughing it
Maine, and has had a most in-

university

spending

law

school.

He

race.

was

He

through
teresting experience.
The illegal shooting of partridges in
the vicinity <*f Ellsworth continues. Last
Wednesday the wardens seized a box of
on the train, boing shipped to
partridges
Bar Harbor. The pot-hunters who kill
partridges out of season for the Bar Harbor market are not only spoiling the sport

was

met rii<in 2.10 t,

race, hut

companies

the

will he

a

few

j

Han-

D. N. Moore and family, who have been
at the Morang cottage. Contention Cove, have returned homo.

'mu

stopping

Rev. E. L. Hunt is spending his

POWDl:

vaca-

tion with his parents in Massachusetts.
Hu is accompanied by Mrs. Hunt.

Florence Patten, who has been

Miss

SCHOOL N<

visiting relatives here for the past few
weeks, returned to Portland Monday.
Miss Cora Jordan, of Boston, who has
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. E. A.
Flood, for a few days, returned home

in the race at
not so probable

participate
it is

Several of

city

A dime concert consisting of recitations, solos and instrumental music was
given in the vestry Monday evening. Icecream was served at the close.

enter Bowdoin
fad to take a special English
colhn
course
;il
.niseif for newspaper work.
Mr. Bella tty nas a natural adaptability for
the work. As the Ellsworth correspondent of !;o Bangor Commercial for several y.
and at present of the Whig and
Courier. he has given repeated evidence of “news sense”, and is already a
v.rner.
With a college fit, he
grace?
hou
bt heard of in the newspaper
world

Mr. Lord

church.

position

now

Ells rort.h horses utarted in the races nt
Bang
yesterday. In the2.18 class, F. H.
Osgor- 4 Donum won second money,
taking the first heat in 2.16%, which was
the fastest time of the race and, in fact, of
the day. The next three heats w»re won
by Belle P., of Rockland, in 2.17, 2.18%
arid 2.194.
E. H. Ureely’s Leavitt started
in the three-minute class, but the comtoo
warm.
The race was won
pany was
by Early Bird, jr. The race was won in
heats trotted in 2.25, 2.22% and 2.22%.

There

fair

Cherrytield

The meeting of the
board of trade
called fur lant Friday evening was adiourned subiect to the call of the nresiit was the intention of parties
dent,
Interest'd to bring before the board a
for
organizing a company for the
project
manu‘act are of an improved refrigerator.
Unfortunately toe gentlemen most interested were unavoidably out of town, and
best to
it was deem *d
postpone the
matter.
Charles C. Young is the promotei* of the project; he was present, and
n.ad* m iufotui I talk on the matter.

by

There will be

high school
registered last
the

road prob-

lhe

power, wiih both rail
communication, is wanted.
to

Harbor

correspondent

of

the

Bangor Commtrcial writes: “Miss Mary
Bar
Harbor
Anderson, a well-known
young lady, loft her home in Ellsworth
over ten day.-, ago to go on a trip to Castine by boat, to return the same day.
Nothing had been heard from her by her

folks since then iiil Wednesday night,
when Oliver Anderson, her brother here,
received word from Rockland that she
Numerous telegrams had
was
there.
been sent her there, and finally word
Miss Anderson had been
came from her.
in attendance upon her sister in Rockland, who is ill, and she had written to
Ellsworth three times but no letter had
reached there from her.
Uncle Sam’s
mails had evidently miscarried, and in
her
alarmed
folks
became
consequence
and the wires were (rent hot.”

The concrete walk on the north side of
Main street from the hay scales to the
corner of Hancock street, has been completed. It is a great improvement to the
appearance of the street, and a convenience to the public. A concrete walk will
he built iu front of the Odd Fellows’
When the Odd
block west of the bridge.
Fellows gave to the city a strip of land
the
of
for the
straightening
purpose
street line, it was agreed that the city
would build a crushed rock walk in front
of the building. But after the concrete
contractors came to town, the Odd Fellows concluded they wanted a concrete
walk, and so advised the hoard of aidermen, agreeing to pay for laying the w-alk
if the city would lay t he foundation. The
aldermen accepted lue proposition. Mr.
Nelligan, concrete layer, is doing several
jobs for private parties. John F. Knowlton is having a walk laid to the front of
his house on Church street. A walk is
also being laid from the street to the
American house ipiazza.
Among others
who are having work done are Frank
Hale
Mrs.
J.
M
and
Mrs. ParMoore,

tridge.
are
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owners

at

Gott’s Island,Southwest Harbor andWinter Harbor have already expressed their
intention of entering, and ethers are to
be heard from.
and a good one,
The
the better.
of thirty feet or
under, water-line length. There will be
three prizes of not less than $20, *10 and
^5. The race will be over a triangular
Yacht owners
course of twelve miles.
who desire to enter may learn particulars
by communicating with F. S. Lord,
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NOTES.

DRUGGIST.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simon ton, pastor.
nt 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, 10.30 a. m., preaching by the
11.
Fi, Sunday school. 6.00 p.m.,
pastor.
Epworth league prayer meeting. 7.00 p.
in., sermon by pastor.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting.

Friday evening

Physicians' Su-).
*

%J

unii

BAPTIST.

Rev. C. S. McLearn, pastor.
Thursday, 7.30 p. m., monthly church
covenant

Friday,

meeting.
7.30 p.

A

3ian ill nets

SPECIALTI ES

week-day church

m.,

meeting.
10.30, morning serSunday services
by pastor. At 12 m., Sunday school;

prayer

—

mon

6 p.m., V.
7.00 p: m.,

S. C. E. prayer meeting;
praise and preaching service.

ELJLSWOKTl I,

P.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev.

at this chureh will be
On Friday evening
resumed this week.
he
a preparatory lecture
at 7.30 there will
invited. The offiAll
are
the
by
pastor.
cers and teachers of the Sunday school
are requested to meet at the close for a
short business meeting.
Services Sunday—Preaching at 10.30;
Sunday school at i.2.
UNITARIAN.

Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 4, morning service at
Rev.

10.30;

sermon

by pastor.

'IVIN".

COM INC KYI-MS.

David L. Yale, pastor.

Regular services

Sunday

school

at 11.45.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 6, 7 and s Fair of Hancock county
fair association at Wyman park, I'.Ibworth.

Tuesday. Wednesday Rnd Thursday,
Sept. 20, 21 and 22 Fair of Hancock
couuty agricultural society at Mountain
park, Bluehiii.
1
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 2"
28—Fair of Northern Hancock agrieulat Amherst.
I tural society

|
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the company will probably purchase the
lower mill and dam, and locate here.
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twenty-five out of the school. There are
fifty-one who have passed he examination
for admission to the school tbnyee.r. it
is not likely that ail of these will enter
if ti e
the school, but a major i/,
will,
and the school will be larger than lftst

and the

electric road
between
Cherry field and Mil bridge, to connect
with the Washington County railroad it
The annua! meet lug rf the local W. C. T.
said will not be built, unless new
iT’
will be held Thursday, September 1, at
The
parties decide to take hold of it.
30
!*!
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t ho himipnt |\f rs. f...!.('all.
formed about two years ago io.
Members of tiie union, and all who wish
the promotion of the enterprise lias deto join, are earnestly requested to be
cided not to build the road, and will soon
ohahiy be the last distribute the money deposited
present, n«
for
t h•
State convention,
meeting hef
its
members.
the
among
purpose
which will
ruinger September 20.
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urn, good
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for one \
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ity
improve ;
three-fourths of the necessary capital, if
work of
otio r low- for horn
Milbridge would bear the remaining or.e>f the
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bn
nrotectio
e
reMilbri
fourtb about
?10,000.
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country.
fused to do this, and so the enterprise
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‘Tan
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Sh
.John
officers
Wells,
Sylvan
will be given up for the present.
C*< :it r*i fugal leathof t he ne
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Portland, were in town
C. L. Stevens, of Ellsworth, has the conla •; Saiu u.
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with a view
hing a factory here. tract to paint
road which are being built by P. II. Strut»n»-w process leather
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teacher of the grammar.
A.iss SuLong, of East Bluehi.l, \» i.i
school No. 1.
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The
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few etwr

bridge’s place as assista
Miss Mary A. Gaynor

be in first-class running
will be in condition to run

but

a

city

the

the west side sub-gram...
Mullan will take Mias

to the

who wish to attend the fair.
Last Saturday night rails were laid to
within eleven miles of C'herryfield. By
the end of this week the distance will he
lessened to five miles, and nex: week will
see iron down to Cherry field.
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ably will not

shape,
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may yet
rail. The

will be

teachers

uniforms.

Ellsw’orth people

et

school.

The
favorable quite a sum was realized.
performance will be repeated in the
dance pavilion on Thursday
evening
of this wrnek. Everybody should go and
help the boys in payiug for their new

The

ho

will

•-? t;
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Miss Hattie Darling, of Enfield, who is
visiting Mrs. A. H. Carlisle, is spending a
few days at the Green Lake hatchery.
Miss Darling’s brother was with her last
week, returning home Thursday.
The members of Lynch’s band gave a
North
in
concert
Agricultural hall,
Ellsworth, Wednesday evening of last
week. Although the weather was un-

«.

1

severa’

yet been engaged.
teacher been engaged in
Charlotte Dorman, resig.......
tne intermediate grade i.

holds a desirableat Hartford,
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not
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in

position of sub-primschool, but Mr. Walk C

pastor of a church

as

All

open.
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Rev. A. J. Lord delivered a very interesting sermon Sunday evening to a well filled

'i’ollatty will

the ungraded

are now

open Sept. 12.
There have been

Tuesday.

understood the purse
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Moses Cottle and wife and Miss Ashie
Cottle visited relatives in Bur';;JJt..oi. Ins.
week, returning home Saturday.

ir

•'

J

Jeltclooii

Miss Alice Flood, who has been spend-

f">0 to first, and *25 to second

Ow

guest of Miss Bertha Flood for

ing tiie summer with her aunt at
cock Point, has returned home.

the second heat in
the fastest bent of the
race was won in heats

hut it is

wbolewibu «od

A. C. Flood and wife went to Bangor
to visit relatives the remainder
of the week.

Cherrytieid fair. The
*villnot; the Senators
may not. The purse at Bluehill is f75 to
(second. The Cherrylield purse
first, :
and rac rules have not been otlicially an*
nounce

Royal makes the food pure,

Tuesday

won

the Bluehill fair,
thnt both will go to

attend-

days.

It is probable that both Ellsworth hose
will

are

A. J. Fox left Monday to attend the
camp-meeting now being held in Etna.
Thomas Tapley, of West Brooksville, is

not up to form.

wa^

here

Miss Mamie Witham is visiting Sylvanus Jordan and wife at Bar Harbor.

2.124. and 2.13. Bingen
undoubtedly th° fastest horee in the

with atiit.

Union shoe factory, after being

The
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About thirty
bers of tlie family are present.
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choicest, freshest,

Prices
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is desired, as plans for the winter’s
will be discussed.
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see

dinner, when served asdi---.ert.

the lowest.
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The Smith fam.'y
tu-dav holding its
reunion at the home of Moses

Cunningham’s

At
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It sharpens the
as ripe luscious fruit.
appetite f-»r breakfast; it rounds out
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Friday evening
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F. Burnham is at Etna attending th**
I
camp-meet ing of the Maine spirj
itualist associat: •:>, < f which he is pres- I
ident.
!
A.

FALL SUITS and

n

race

Miss

,

v

trotted

H. Young, C. P. Dorr and E. E.
Joy left to-day for a trip up-river duck-

ROBES and WHIPS.

IIENRY E. DAVIS.

*Man.

coil fin

Frank

Repairing thoroughly and quickly done.
I carry full lines

Quite number from
ing the fair at Bangor.

Bingen lowered his race record another
grand circuit races at Keadiiie, Mwss., Monday, tbougti be did not

2.09',, which

J. P. SImonton went to Winterport last Wednesday to attend the funevui
of John Nealey.

throughout and fully warranted.

Handmade

...

Rev.

BUGGIES, EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS, SURREYS.

!> / \

uuu

Miss Maria Atwood, of Winterport, is
the guest of Miss Catherine SImonton in
this city.

l.argeHt Stock in ERBtern Maine, and all up
to date in Style, Fininh and Workmanship.

¥

puyto •/, .7

John W. Coughlin is still
his bed, but is improving.

Mrs.

OPEN and TOP

«

Harry
Bridges, of Greenville Junction, is spending a few days in the city.

No. 1 Franklin Street,.ELLSWORTH, ME.

CARRIAGES.

*.

SUibtrtiBtirtcnta.

FALLS.

a

At the annual session of the Maine
Woman Suffrage association, which will
he held at Hampden Corner Sept. 27, Mrs.
Ann F. Greely, of this city, will
open the
subject “Fitly Years in Suffrage Work”.
Di. Abby M. Fulton, of tins city, who
was one of t!.o Maine delegates to the
national convention at Washington, will
report tu the State convention.

S.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

-

iicic*

W. A. Alexander is spending his
tion in Bar Harbor and Bucksport.

W. CUSHMAN & SON.

A.

ELLSWORTH

There are mackerel In the bay! They
struck in yesterday in large quantities,
and fishermen were after them early. As
yet the fish are small—very small—but
the larger ones are expected to follow,
and then the sport will begin. This is
the first time in several years that mackerel have come in the bay in any quantities.

win the

shown in

slightly overstocked
bargains.

WKKK

Board of Registration—Notice.
Ailmr notice—Kst Joseph Lymburner.
Hancock Co fair association.
F B Aiken—Stoves, furnaces, etc.
I^ewls Friend A Co—Clothing.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
C L Morang—Dry goods.
W R Barker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Little Df.ek Isle:
Capt S J Eaton—Boat picked up.
North Bhooksville
H D Young—Caution notice.
El>KN
Mt Desert Bridge Corporation W.ticc.
Brooklin
George W Herrick—Notice of foreclosure.

For ot/ic* local

$12 to $30.
We are
excellent

THIS

of partridge hunting for real sportsmen,
but they are “killing the goose that lays
tlie golden egg”. Even now a law to prohibit absolutely the sale of partridges is
being talked of. Sportsmen would be
glad to see such a law enacted.

notch in the

SIDEBOARDS
ever

ADVEHT1SKM KNTS

Augusta
F M Simpson—State and county tax.
New York
Battle Axe plug tobacco.

•_.
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MORE ATTRACTIONS
FAIR WEEK
Than you

can

shake

u

stick at.

WE GIVE AWAY
ROCKING CHAIRS
With

C.

L.

our

Silver Ti

MORANG.
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CHi;:STiAN KNDEAVOK.
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Reptially b

and conversion arc essenin moaning. The/ refer
to th
a
luiiii.ig, to the changing.
onviction and sorrow f r
3...in,
♦■in, from sin to the service of God.
■

..

..

And she, the sad eyed mother,
What would she give today
feel your cares and burdens.
To walk your weary way?
Ah, happy she—yea, blessed—
Gould she again but see
The rooms all strewn with plaything*
And the children round her knee!
—>1 ntreal Witness.
T

■

■
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

Ido] Shattered by a Mixture of Iodine
Guilty Conscience and Arnica.

of importance
in every woman's life.
Much pain is.
however, endured in the belief that it
is necessary and no* alarming, when
in truth it is aii wrong and indicates
derangement that may cause serious
trouble.
Excessive monthly pain itself will
unsettle the m-rves and make women
old before their time.
The foundation of woman's health is
a perfectly normal and
regular performance of nature* function.
The
statement we print from Miss Lkutkvhk
of Eidred. I'a., is echoed
in every city. town and hamlet in tids
country. Read what she says:
“DkakMks. Pinkhav —I feel like a
new person since following your advice. and think it is my duty to let !.«*
public know the good your remedies
have done me. My troubles were painful menstruation and leucorrhoea.
I
was nervous and had spells of being
confused. Before using your retm do >
I never had any faith in patent medicines. I now wish to say that 1 m ver
had anything do me so much good for
painful menstruation as Lydia E. Linkham’s Vegetable Compound; also would
sav that your Sanative Wash has cun d
me of leucorrhoea.
1 hope these few
words may help suffering women.'’
The present Mrs. Pink ham’s experience in treating female ills is unparalleled. for years she worked side by
side with Mrs. Lydia P. Pinkham. and
for sometime past has had sole charge
of the correspondence department of
her great business, treating by letter
as many as a hundred thousand ailing
a

She thought the reason that
j ring speech.
in
than
there

exempt.

matter

Special report

to

wen

many less

boys

girls

Sunday schools was owing to the faThe fathers do not atthers’ example.
tend a* tlav should, and the boys follow
their example, and so do not form the
habit of attending church a* w.’
thus t lie membership of the ebur 1. f,.ow
two or three tinus as many Vu-iucii a

Meeting of llhieaedghrook Association
at East

Regularity is

.•

more

■

~NOWOMA>T is

re plaything!
1 1.:
*:
ut of sight;
Are i.
f t-.ui.i.sh ffHitsteps
Nt
Is hi
U iu morn till night,
N> t ;• y ! « i.N t«> ir Jer,
That pull things all awry,
hi. baby hurts t<. pity
As the quiet days go by.

may suggest
vividly
the i
rd feelings and emotions un
derjrcicii r. experience, and conversi* a
the o’
in the outward life, lut f r
all p;
il purposes both w« rds iuclnd
th
.me inward emotions and
tionSb
outworn ^
r t rvnee in
In :!
Ezekiel the Lord
Him* '.it. Ih us what repentance is. In
that from the Acts Paul describes it.
’"t
and a
ri-son of the passages will
o I’r.l's th -ology is correct.
show
and conversion a.-(e scribRej
ed in i -*■ : -sginclude conviction
f r sin. turning from sin.
of sir

Rep*

2115b rrtisnnmts.

The Quiet House.
Oh. mother--, v irn :■ mi weary
r>
that never cease,
With
With nev. t»: > kri Unsure,
n.i'
tint'
Imw no j>caee,
W:th
v
l< r
And
guard,
W h »
thtit he unfinished,
<-r y. -ur
inti.
loo hard.

Topic For the Week Ik^inulnf; S*-pt. 4.
Comment by K«*v. 8. it. Doyle.
Topic.-ntance and conversion—wbnt
are Ui< /
xviii; 3HS2; Acta xjevi, 1 A'

the

HIuehllL
The American

The third

meeting of the Blucaedgbrook Sunday school
-cint ion was held
in the Baptist church, East Bluehii;, Aug.
115. Owing to the rain the rooming session
men.
did not open until 10.30.
The Blakely yrtem of Sunday choo!
I>r. H. M. Stevens conducted the de- instruction was discussed by Hr others
votional exercises. Miss Emma Love preFisher and Grindle. Mr*, f ugh and
sided at the organ and led the singing. Revs. Bean and s* cer.
“Tin rcRev. E. Bean, president, took the chair.
The pastor's hour followed.
Miss Evelyn M. Long gave the addri-ss j lation of the Sunday School to the
Hanking.
of welcome, and in a few apt and ehostn Church” was enthusiastically discussed
EfiTAfU.IfiHKT) 1HS7.
l’a*-tt
words made all feel at home at once. She by
“The
Rev. K. S. Drew.
remarked that it did not depend upon
work
in the Sunday School” by R
outward surroundings, but on the prep- | Eugene Stover,
and “How
may the
aration of our hearts, w hether we should
Pastor do most Work for tbeS( h< !nrs",by
have a pleasant and profitable meeting or ! Rev. Mr. Harwood.
not.
Mr*. Me Learn, of Ellsworth, upon inI
or i ! i.stvouTii.
The president made a fitting response, ! vitation of the president, took eharj « f
1
saying he thought the people of East the question box and her apt f
CAPITAL STOCK.
IISO.OOO.
Bluehill were remarkably brave to invite factory answer* g,.'.o great delight ami
the association to meet with them so soon she received the In rty thanks id all
SURPLIW5,
fH.SOO.
after entertaining the the Seaside local
Mr*. Bayard ofiired the following resoi
union of Christian Endeavor.
Had the lution:
ii
klitfc.
’nr> fI'nti)
ni. to 1 p. tu.
f.-otn t 1:
Satu: 1 ■;
day been pleasant their unbounding hosThat .»- a token of our ap|ire«*la [
tirsntrrd.
pitality should have been taxed severely, lion for the hospitality *( the people of East
Kver> ♦*:i<*i 1 iIy oflVrrd Customers.
ns a
t
their
large number wi re antirij
kindly invited
ing n j Uluchill who have
ynlly,
pleasant outing by the sen ;dc. As it was ! Vur'di and have a! entertained <
Correspondence solicited.
those who had braved the storm were we extend to them a rising vote of thunk?*.
AMDRKW I’ w I1WF.U., i'rrtndml.
I
This was most heartily done. After
very enthusiastic over the warm recep6 i\. W HiriNG, Vic< /‘rtsident,
tin
Hknuv " < human, Cashier
tion they received, and the inlc.'kctual singing the rioxology and receiving
benediction from the president, theassoEIRE! -TOns

FIRST
NATIONAL RANK

1'
ice
1.
necessarily includes
She is a new woman, or rather girl, for
sin. No one will turn she is only 19.
convi
Her friends say that she
from sin
pt he is first convinced he-a dozen remarkable qualities. Allots
:nrr.
that h
“When the wiclad iv
nly intellectually brave, but she has
physical courage too.
man tumeth away from his wickedness
*
Tht
other day a door shut on the first
* *
:
:.’l sav<-his soul. B'ausehe
two lingers of her left hand. Another girl
const
ml tuni-’th away from all
might have screamed loud enough to bring
'ons he shall purely live; out
his trnr>-,grthe fire department and then fainted
die.” Consideration leads
he sb: v r.
She did nothing of the kind
She
away.
and conviction to con verto cor vu
simply cried, ‘‘Oh, sugar!" or something
It v As not until David, under of that Sort and then went over to the
sion.
and spiritual feast that they enjoyed.
the call of
| elation adjourned subject tosix
Nath m's awful declaration, “Thou art window to see what damage had lieen done.
The president called t lie roll of fifteen 'the executive
committee
months
was thus convicted of
his She was a good deal annoyed at the accitbe man.
schools, and nine gave verbal or written hence.
sinfulness that he cried out to God in dent. for that afternoon a party of her girl
reports, and three others sent their refriends were billed to appear at the house.
sorrow and repentance for forgiveness.
She hated to be even slir ‘1 v incapacitated
ports which were read by the secretary.
fttttiical.
2. Repentance includes sorrow and .while
In the absence of Mrs. S. \V. Treworgy,
they were there. 1. y came, and
f
r *-vi.
Sorrow is not repentance,
grief
notwithstanding her injury
the secretary, IE M. Stevens was appointvery jolly
but it ;
accompanies it. We may time was had all around. They had the
ed to act in tier stead.
n
and not repent of it,
lie sorry f r
whole house to themselves and did about
At this time of the year the membership
as they liked.
but we will not repent of it without bewomen during a single year.
of the schools is generally the smallest,
On that very evening her best young
ing sorry for it.
All suffering women are invited to owing to tlie absence or irregularity of
3. Repentance is turning from sin to man called. The visit was rather unexpected. Still she was always glad to see write freely to Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn, the teachers. On the whole the outlook
Do Not Allow It to Become
These art? the two essential eleGod.
him under any circumstances, although
for renewed interest in the school as the
Mass., for advice about their health.
ments of repentance. The sinner is conher friends said, and she agreed with them
fall approaches is very good. Our meetChronic.
Junie Trrrvll, of I'niontown, Pa., va* cured of
victed of his sinfulness, he is sorry for to some extent, that he was
just a little a ba 1 caae of ivy poison by using
ings of the association have stimulated
it, and then he turns from it to God. too dignified. The fact was he had thought
endeavor and have been a great credit
With grief and hatred for his sin, the of the ministry at one time, but had not
and help to the cause of bible study.
sinner turns from it unto God and en- been able to bring himself to a decision.
Hv sprinkling the powder on it
eased im
At the afternoon session Rev. E. S. 1 >rew
deavors afterward new obedience. This At the present time he was so occupitd mediately aud cur**<i effectively, lhiaouh prtm-s
led the devotional exercises and Mrs.
w ith her that no ideas not connected with
that Comfort Powder is the great akin comforter.
is repentance as Scripturally defined.
her i>ersonality made much progress.
Belle Hinckley conducted the singing.
To Israel the Lord said: “Repent and
When he caine in on this particular
The following officers were unanimousturn yourselves from all your trans111. £. £. II. Column.
evening, her aunt—she was living with
ly re-elected: Rev. K. Bean, president;
gressions, so iniquity will not be your her aunt—told him of the accident while
Head Tains That Result From
Rev. E. S. Drew, vice-president; Mrs. H.
ruin.
Cast away from you all your he was waiting for his idol to appear.
[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions ;
W. Treworgy, secretary; Henry Kane,
W.
of
the
T.
in
C.
lT.
Hancock
and
have
transcounty,
When she did come, he thought that as an
transgressions, whereby ye
Catarrh, Cured by I’e-ru-na.
white ribboners generally, to contribute to this treasurer.
gressed and make
you a new heart and experiment he would not mention it, but
’’
column rej>orts of meetings or items that will he !
Mrs.
R.
P.
Grindle
was
chosen
commitwould
see
how
she
would
refrain
A
long
a new spirit.
new heart and a new
from speaking of it
He even determined of interest to workers in other parts of the i tee on home department; Mrs. Rose
RU NA always
spirit would result in a new life. Paul j ♦.
fiintKn.
V.
♦
n.l
V.
1
1
county. We would like this to be a live column,
Elvvell, on normal work; Mrs. 8. \V.
cures catarrh.
said to the gentiles, “Repent and turn
but
it
needs
some
effort
on
the
of
W.
C.
T.
part
joke on the subject. Consequently after
Treworgy, evangelistic work.
to God and do work^ meet for repentCatarrh is rek
he had been speaking to her a little while U. women t«> make it so. It is a column of their !
ne
resolution
was
following
passed:
ance.
I sponsible for
Repentance is not only ceasing he said suddenly:
making, not ours, and will be w hat they make1
to do evil, but also learning to do well.
ll’ftfreas, Since our last meeting, it has pleased
"Why, Grace Ethel, you've been smok- It. Items ami communication* should he short,
'that terrible
and are, of course, subject to approval of the our Heavenly Father to remove our Bro. Irving
It is both turning from sin and turning ing cigarettes f”
pressure beeditor.]
Harding, therefore
The girl was taken completely by surHave we repented? Have we
to God.
tween the eyes,
Jictolved, That the association express its
felt sorry for sin. turned from sin, and prise. She faltered and then said:
heartfelt sympathy for the afflicted family, and
and many of tho
"Why, how—how did you know?”
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
are we serving God?
Repentance is a
that a copy of these resolutions l>e spread upon
It was now the young man’s turn to be
terrible headaches
The \Y. C. T. 1'. in this place believe in the minutes of this
personal mat ter between ns and God. It stunned. It was as
if he had received a
society and also printed in
that cause so much
brings God's pardon and forgiveness for heav\ blow. IIo was in no lit condition work in as many lines as possible, but the Ellsworth papers, and a copy sent to the
sin. The. absence of it causes the penalty f* »r
misery and are really so
Mus. cakkik E. Uavakd,
conversation, but in answer to her they also believe in making that work family.
for sin to fall upon our own heads. Let questions he assumed a faint smile and
Pe-ru-na
Thomas ukikye,
dangerous.
pleasant by a little variety and a social
ns therefore repent, turn to God and do
.\. II
mechanically went through the line of meeting once in awhile, so they plan to
Wekkkk,
catarrh and so !
cures
thought upon which he had based his joke. have an
works meet for repentance.
Committee.
Ih S. Stout, of Salcures headache.
anniversary meeting in May,w hen
Bibb Readings.—Job xi, 13, 14; Isa
"Why—why, look at your lingers,” he the union was
Dr. R. J\ Grindle followed with r brief
and a picnicI would n *t take
organized,
ai.a, Tex., writes:
i, 16-20; Iv, 6-9; Jer. iv, 1; xxxi, 1 said.
eulogy on the departed brother, testifyAnd now she has taken a vow never to some time in August or September.
for the relief that your Pe-ruanything
18-20; Ezok. xiv. 6; Hos. vi, 1-3; xiv,
This picnic was held on Wednesday. ing to his growing int* rest in Sunday
use arnica and iodine again iu her life.—
1 haw said so much
na has given me.
1-9; Zech. t. 3, 4; Mai. iii, 1-12: Math/ New York Sun.
Aug. 24, at Mrs. Annie Stinson’s. A ma- school Riid church work. At our last about it that our
Mark
druggist here can j
Luke
i, 14, 15;
iii, 1-3;
iii, 1, 2;
jority of the members was present, in- meeting, Brother Harding was chairman
sullicient to supply the
Acts ii, 38: Rev. ii, 5. 16.
Official Conservatism.
cluding the pastor. Mr. Uarland, w ho is of the committee of arrangements and scarcely get
Since taking Pe-ru-na my
demand.
Disgruntled Cyclist (trundling his an honorary member, and it is safe to was faithful to the last, and his loss is
Try to Find Out.
headaches have almost entirely ceased.”
machine < >ver country highway >—This state that only those were absent who deeply regretted.
All ought to try to find out what th- y
The papers and addresses given were of
is what you call
Buy Pe-ru-na of your druggist, or
roadmaking here, is it? could not well avoid it. The meeting was
were made for. Every one lias a place !
Scraping loose dirt up over the center strictly a social one, and to make it inter- a high order. “Normal Work” by Rev. if you will write to l>r. S. B. Hartman,
and purpose in God’s plan. That pur- and
leaving it there for the heavy wag- esting original papers were read by dif- C. M. G. Harwood,of Fergus Falls, Minn., of Columbus, Ohio, he will advise you
pose* should be understood and fulfilled ons to cut up into ruts!
ferent members and each was discussed was especially suggestive and helpful.
free of charge.
as far as possible.
Every saved man is
“Management of the Sunday School”,
Sturdy Farmer—Young feller, I've at more or less length.
•%%%%%%
saved for some specific service besides been
%%%% %%%%%%•
Dr.
R.
P. Grindle, who by his long exMrs. Inez Small gave one which was by
highway commissioner fur this
his own happiness. God made nu man
The man with nn
I—I /-y 1
j
township 2 7 year, and I learned road- prepared as a talk to school children in perience was able to give excellent advice.
■ I C I
appetite for Litjuur
simply for his own happiness, and He rnakin from my father. He had the the interests of the S. T. I. department.
“How may the Superintendent be most ^
Morphine, who w
saves no man simply that he alone may
g •
office 'fore I dick Du you reckon you
Mrs. May Robbins and Mrs. R. S. War- Helpful to his Teachers?” by Dea. F. 1). ^
bar. »h*d hi.d
d ;
#
be happy in h* aven. He had a nobler kin teach me
1Y1
anything about it, mister? ren read papers on department work and Long, who has succeeded well in sur- d
l<> br- ak !.'.•• h.ii it ! d
end in both eases than the gratifieatioi
j
the importance of reporting such work to rounding himself with a corps of faithful
—Chicago Tribune.
u»u*
of a selfish spirit. There is some service
county and State superintendents. Mrs. teachers.
for every one in God’s vineyard. Idlers
Delicious Sponge Cake.
Ida Pert read a paper on temperance, not
“Sunday School Concerts”, by Thomas
are not wanted.
Let us find what God
Where the demon which control* him ran
For sponge cake,
weigh six eggs, take only as regards intoxicants, but narcotics Grieve, who never fails to draw a crowded
lie overcone by the m-rim.ku MmiuD.f
wants us to do and do it.
Let us do *t their weight in sugar, and hHlf their and
house
at
his
in
all
concerts.
temperance
things.
an<l the appetite permanently removed
in earnest and do it well. Then God weight in flour; separate the eggs care0
After
the
were
read
School
several
of
the
“Sunday
Libraries”. Deacon F.
papers
add the sugar to the yolks, and
will say.
Well done, good and faithful fully;
Send
f<>r
\
beat un t il light; then stir in
A.
pamphlet
were
Fisher, demonstrated how the books
the departments
ys
discussed, all present
servant,” Oh. how glad that will make well -beaten whites: sift the carefully
Hour two or being
much interested.
After a very can be distributed with the greatest ease
three
ns.—Christian Instructor.
times, addiirg it a little at a time,
and with the least disturbance to the
folding and cutting it in. Turn into a pleasant hour spent in this way, picnic
j
classes.
pan lined with greased paper, and bake in supper was served.
Upon the Enemy.
a
All dejjarted feeling that the
quick oven for from twenty to twentvthe teacher's hour A. H. Webber
had
During
picnic
Let us train our guns upon the en- Hve minutes. Mrs. S. T. Korer in Ladies’ been a -uccess.
notwithstanding the fact spoke effectively on the “Preparation of
J/ome Journal.
emy. mass our forces against all forms
that the invited guests failed to material- the Lesson’
Mrs. Carrie K. Bayard read
of sin. Let us exercise wholesome disize. The next meeting w ill be a mother’s an interesting paper on
“Preparation of
The dandelion is named from the French
cipline, ridding ourselves of all persons
Self to Teach”. Mrs. Amelia M.
meeting.
Clough,
“dent de lion”,
lion’s tooth, and in
who bring the church into disrepute.
xttmcrtisrmmts.
of Brookline, Mass.,
Aug. 26. ______
Ego.
presented a thoroughLet judgment begin at the house of nearly all languages it bears a similar
'
ly
prepared
in
a
paper,“Contrast
Mother’s
name.
The analogy that suggested this
God. Lot u first be pure, then peace
Magazine, Hook and Newspaper Notes. Influence as shown in the Character of
The -ooner we get back to our name becomes quite clear when we reable.
The question of territorial
AJAXTARI CTS POSITIVELY (. I RE
expansion Rebecca and Hannah.” This paper elicited
former methods the better, to the Holy member that the lion was the animal will be discussed in
A Li A. rr.. ,a
/laoura-Faihu* Mom- j
The Century for hearty approval.
symbol of the sun. The yellow dandelion,
ory,
ency,
.>•«: 1'mdws, etc c-bUM-<l
Crhost revivals that sweep every obwith its golden rays, is a rninuature
Ly Ai.upo nr otHer Licttsoea and In-Hw I
two publicists of difbring
September
by
The
repprimary superintendent’s report, bycretluu*.
J hr
and Murtiu
struction out of the way, that cause J resentation of the sun, and through assor»*«toro I/wt \ unlity in old or
views; one the Hon. Carl Schurz, former- Mrs. R. 1*. Grindle, was
yonmg and I
interesting and
tit u muu .or *tuuy, IciuCMor
backsliders to confess their sins and ciation, its rays are identical with the
Uiirnaga.
I'nited
States
minister
ly
to
in
a
instructive, lu the twelve schools
lion's teeth.
Spain,
u:.\ Comoiaptloa if
_”reyiLati
*nsa*Yl>
reporto in tune,
half hearted, compromising Christians
lneir uk« bhows immediate improve I
paper entitled
Thoughts on American ing, there are
meiuand efforts b « L'iiE wh.-re u!l othe? flJ
ln- 1
eighty-nine boys and one ■i.t
to come out boldly on the Lord’s side.
»Pon haring the genuine Ajax Tablet®.
No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera In- Imperialism”; the other the Hon. WhiteThey !
hundred and eighty-nine
have tiinxi thcmaands and wil leure you. SVo
girls under *“*•
give a poo- |
—Philadelphia Methodist
wnuen rarmotee to effect u cure
fantum, dysentery, dlarrhu-u, summer com- law Reid, formerly Enlted States minister twelve years of
Cf| PTC in
age. She spoke of her eat h case or refund the money. haaVU
Wl wii«r
plaint of any sort If you have I»r. Fowler’s to France, etc., in a paper bearing the
treatment! for |C!.S).
By
kindergarten methods as conducive to package; or aix pkgee (fall
With Those Who Suffer.
U|,on
F.xtract of Wild Strawberry In the medicine
price. ( ircular
till}.'
ia
“The
,n"
caption
Territory with which we bringing in the little scholars.
AJAX
REMEDY CO.,
We all need personal contact with chest.—Advt.
are Threatened”.
MrH- A- N. Osgood followed in a stirFor sale In Ellsworth, Me., bv
those who suffer. "The most certaiu
_GhoKtih A Pakchkk, lJruggfst.
softener of a man’s moral skin, writes
Sbbfrtistmrnts.
Dr. Arnold of Rugby, "and sweetener
Mlv«U*«» Them
!unuiLO
flniFQ Recotnmani
n
as th« BiST
of his blood are, I am sure, domestic
1»B. KINGS
intercourse iu a happy mairiage and inStar Crown Brand
tercourse with the poor.” Gladstone
never appeared nobler than when he
Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
I
read the Bible to an old street sweeper
in an attic.— Our Church Paper.
<
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If Unchecked, Insanity is
Often the Result.
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NEW SERIES

open. Share*, #! each; monthly
payments, £ 1 per share.

now

,,

"lu

can b.-ri.w on your
-!
■*.
:i f’r-1 !;
rtg.T/c a mi
reduce It e\erv month
l'«> no i.t- and InUre-t together
w'U amount to but Mt-t’e im-re
than you are now pavlmr f*.r
and In about lo yearn you

you

u

Monthly

w
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OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
iri ’trtb
llENUY

y

A. \Y.

^ulre of
« I
HUMAN, Ser’Y.
* lrrt Nat Hank Ufa*.
President.

Kino,
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KRILL,

ATTORNEY
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torNSKLLOK AT l.AW.
Notary I’chltc

and
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nth e
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Peace.

Ofl.o-over llurrili National l’.ank,
State Street,
Kluworth, Mr.

H. W. UAYNF.S,

1)E N T I ST.
• eSandolor

Tor the Pr lnlo.. Extract,

tion of Teeth.
.•.OFFICE

OVER

E.

V,

J.

littlefield”

Q#

ALSU’S STORK..*.

m.

d.,

PHYSIC] AX,
III.mil I.I.,
ELE11IOXE

T

V)R-

MAINE.

CON N

ECTION.

HARRY' \V. OSGOOD,

110 M (EOP A Til I ST,
Main

st.,
••'Over Postal

Kluwokth,
Telegraph Co.

Mk.

(St*CCE890R To l»u. A. L. POUOLA8S.)
Night rails answered promptly at the ofllce.
B.

JJENJ.

WHITCOMB,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
OFFICE IN

PETERS'

BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

j|~~

F.

MAINE

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT I.AW.
prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.
Also

Maine.

K. BUNKER, JR.,

OFFICE*

BAH HARBOR AND

AT

BLL’EHILL,

Bar Harbor offices: 7 and
Ml.
Bluehl.i ofllce open Saturdays.

U)R.

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

(JrClPT*

H
W

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

&nd model, drawing, or photo, with descrln.
" e advise, If
patentable or not, tree of

ME.

DeaertBlor.il

H.

GRKELY,
D EN T 1ST.

Graduate of the
*lasa of '75

Washington, D. C.

i hafieiPsTand
)Contract

*

WHY PAY RENT?

JOHN

business in less time and at
those remote from Wash

moslte Patent Office.

Aiioucf a and thy sword shall wield.
Another amid the standard wave;
Full r :n fc! e trumpet's mouth is peal'd
Tito blast of triumph o'er thy grave
—William Cullen Bryant.

‘setup* from

Business solicited.

charge. Our fee not due till
patent Is secured.
a book, ••How to obtain
Patents,’* with refernees to actual clients In
your state, county, or
own, sent free. Address

I

1M73.

1,

Ellswoktu,

PATENTS.

Truth crashed to earth shall rise again—
The eternal years of God are hers—
But c*-r>r, w ounded, writhes in pain
Ami dies among his worshipers.

fear,

““1

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conducted for
Moderate Fees.
< >ur office is
opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
have no sub-agencies, all business
direct, hence

••••••

Yea, though thou lie upon the dust
When they who helped thee flee in
Die fuJ’ cf hope and manly trust,
Uk» the-- *vho fell In battle here.

*/a

KINS MEDICINE CO., Bo« 1930,
BOSTON, MASS.

The

•

by

biw

KJUIXiE, Pmident.

<

JOUX F.

y [)K.

Along! j."

5

Once this soft turf, this rivulet’s sands,
Were trampled by a harrying crowd,
And fierce hearts and armed hands
Encounter'd in the battle cloud.

May

..

£

The Battlefield.

are

taxation.

■

Spirit Kobe* L's.
When we have conquered au enmity,
the Spirit robes us in humility.
We
must not think we are forgiving because
our anger is getting tired.—Lutheran.

K. tVfilTIM#,
E. H ItKKVLT,
\v. King.
\

S.

MAIX STREET.

E.

fomfort ^QH’dor

»

-■>

•#~<»EKirK

r„‘rdt ‘srrftft

in

Philadelphia

tiii.f.h'

Denial

College

Block, Ei.i.bwohth,

Pansier Notice.

throuKbout. Requires the leaBt
Possible writing to enter data

ani1 refer
to any
AkCLUlUfJ name and quickly
save lime and i
money. 6,000 used axul recorded. Aii kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order
WALTER W\ GEORGE,
Publisher.
150 Nassau St., New York.
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J. hue contracted with the

trial ne

City of Ells worth,foi

me support of the
poor, during
and has nia«le amide
provision
tie tnercioic loiblus an

supplies

to

the ensuing year,
for their support,
persons from furnishing
any pauper or. blew* rount, as without
will
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the most enjoyable ^ffairs of the season.
Mrs. Della Fickett, of Franklan, was the
Refreshments were served.
accompanist.
G.
Aug. 29.

nthrr page*.

*cr

Great I’oiul.
Frank

Shaw,

of

Bangor,

Franklin.

in town

was

Misses Leavitt and Tyler return to Ban-

to-day.

to-day.
Russel Blaisdell, Forest
Ray Dwelley left for Kent’s

gor

and

F. Haynes visited Ellsworth
Trenton the llrst of the week.
J.

Miss De^ie Williams has gone to Otis,
where she will teach the fall term of
school.

J

tractors.

was

towji

Baptist

church.

Mell B. Gerrish has given up his position
in Worcester, M ims., having found em-

ployment

ill to

A ll.

Rev. A. H. llanscoiu and

con-

of

but did

Saturday,

Saturday.

soil Bertram,
Randolph, were In town last week,
anyone calling on old parishioners.

Steele & Sons, mail

in

Monday.

A lecture with stereopticon views, by
Rev. D. L. Yule, occurs to-night at the

Miss Grace will attend school there this
winter;
for

Hill

and

Miss Clara F. Du tin, who has been in
Portland for nearly a year, arrived home

Mrs. Fred Whitney went to Howland
Friday to visit her sister, Mrs. Washburn
Lord, before returning to Massachusetts.
George Collar and Miss Grace Collar
went to Beaehmont, Mass., Saturday.

The.agent

Gordon

succeed in letting the route to
here.

not

An attraction at West Sullivan will
Ezra Williams left here Tuesday with a draw quite a number there, who are
small crew of men for township 35 where anxious to hear Miss Monaghan and the
1
he is yarding the bark peeled by J. Mattocks brothers. Mrs. Fickett goes as
accompanist, and Miss West will read.
Grant, of Cherryfleld.

Flossie.

ner

Kent’s Hill.

I

|

Mattocks brothers, A. McKenzie
and Janus, left for Albany and New York

city Tuesuay.
Grace Gordon has been
visiting in
South Hancock, and returned with her
friend. Miss Clara Foss.

|

an

funny

teacher in

our

West

team

men-

and

are

looking

for

worlds

more

in his

campaign

irresistibly

course,

made

pleasure

-the

mi

tiii 11 u

song,

possible

an

rendition

mm 111 it 11

u

y

of

[i|mt

unexpected
whose song

mien.

in

re-

sponse to aii encore came ttie sweet old
ballad “Annie Laurie”.
The readings interspersed were highly
Miss West, who
is alentertaining.
ways h favorite, gave a pathetic selection
(really a plea for temperance, attention
to which needs awakening here).
As an
encore came a bright bit of the humor-

popular

Sullivan high school base
has played
the
Kllsworth,
Franklin, West Franklin and West Bay
teams this season, and won every game.
The boys have a strong team all home
The

hall

was

which was
vociferously received.
The choir, too, did good work.
The
McK. Mattocks, of
presence of Alex.

w

a

that shows much culture.

fingered a banjo duet.
Our accomplished organist, Mrs. Fickett,
witli C. E. Dwelley, cornetist, rendered

The

Mrs. Abbott is
primary school.

at

was

Rgreeable selection.
Master Charlie Gerrish

ous.

Miss Carrie Whittaker, Addie Bunker
and Tula
Heed
received generous applause. Miss Reed is a young lady sumin
town.
mering

to

conquer.
Th* concert at Milton hall Monday
evening, glv-m by the Mattocks brothers
and Miss Mabel Monaghan, of Kllsworth,
and Miss West, of Franklin, was one of

Aug.

29._B.

Sullivan.

A. c.

Tilton and wife, of Franklin Falls,
Mrs. Moon, Mrs. Til-

N. !L, are visiting
tons mother.

fHrtikal.

George C. Walker and wife and T. K.
wife, of Brooklyn, N. Y„ are
spending a week with Miss H. M. Smith.
Nat Noyes, jr., has a position with 11.
Thayer iY Co manufacturing chemists, as
Jewell and

Colic

Cramps
Cholera

commercial

Hampshire.

Are nll.ii- iits which will occur In every family ns
loiigas lib-has woes. Ku-rj M-.th* r-h u'd have It In
the vital nervine.
the hou.-*-. the <'lil t imily reme-i

K.

S.

agent for Vermont and New

Bacon of Newton, Mass., is spend-

ing his vacation here. Mr. Bacon kindly
assists in church singing.
He has a fine
baritone voice which all appreciate.

Propped on sugar it Is pleasant to take for all aches
ami pains. For i>nii— », miii burn, spr ins or strains,
it is the sovereign mire. It has saved nmre lives
and relieved more suffering than any other remedy. :
It Is used ami endorsed bv physleiaiis everywhere.
I had a case of cholera or a little girl who was not
expected to live, but by giving her a few doses of
your Anodyne Liniment she was entirely cured
writes S. 1». VMl’HKV, M. D., Cordova. Minn.

By invitation of J. B. Simpson and Miss
Simpson, of Newton, Mass., a large party
of friends and neighbors were driven to
Spring River lake on Aug. 26. Lunch was
served at the “Hermitage”, after which
various amusements, incident to the local-

ity,

were

indulged

in.

A

“lilac sunbon-

net” figured conspicuously for the funloving element. Returning in the dusk, a
royal good time was the unanimous verI diet. Mr. and Miss Simpson return to
Newton on Monday, Aug. 29.
Sub.
Aug. 29.

DC ftMC’ Dll I 0 ONE A DOSE. Physicians
HnuUnu rlLLd. say tliev are Best Liver
Pill made for Biliousness, Sb k Headacho. all
Liver t mu hies, bond for our Boole. 1‘rlre luct*.
La. JOUNSoN St CO., S3 Custom House St.. Boston.

PI

Went Tremont.

Edward A. Lunt has gone to work at

p

PAINS WITH

Egg Rock.
Albion Murphy
yacht in Boston.

filler. R§

Bxxxxxxxxxxx
ist in Itself.

Quick Cure for

Mrs.

8R
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The sardine
“Creedmore” to

jjj
X

BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE GENUINE.
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join

factory
run

the

visiting.
has the steamer

sardines.
Miss

Phebe Wilson teaches the grammar
Miss Rida Sprague the primary.

grade;

JClnsIjintj Pototicr.

Healthfulness
of the bath depends largely on cleanliness
of the bath tub. Court health and shuu
sickness

by using

IHBIS

1
y
*

S

j

I

|c

his

Prof. H. M. Estabrook and family, of
Orono, and L. A. Clark and family, of
Mauset, spent Wednesday here.
Thelma.
Aug. 29.

PERRY DAVIS’

0alli Dust

to

began Monday, Aug. 29.

School

fc

Bottlos.

to-day

Blanche K. L)ix is home from Ban-

gor, where she lias been

OEA, COUGHS,
JMATISM,
g
LGIA.

leaves

diiily delight

in it in

spite

electric road.

There will he no fair at Maehias this
directors of the Central Washington agricultural society having voted
to postpone it because of the
damage to
grounds caused by a break in the big
dike.
year, the

failing sight,
and words of praise from admiring neighof

bors warmed the cockles of her heart.
Her friend Mrs. Hubbard, Christian
name Eliza, who lived at West Winthrop,
was more eulogistic than all tho rest
put

Patents have recently been granted! to
Maine inventors as follows: F. S.
Graves,
Hancock, clothes-pin; G. H. Hathorr,
Bangor, swaging-machine; A. G. Hilton,
Fort Fairfield, compound rotary engine;

together, for Mrs. Hubbard was a great
gardener and knew a fine specimen as
well as any one and better than most.
Her own garden was a perfect picture, but
sho could not show a geranium like Sarah
Wigley’s

nor,

it.

with

P.

indeed, anything

She called in

day afternoon

on a

Week’s

W lunoYviugg of News,
Novelty ami Nonsense.
Edward H. Dore, of Bangor, a blacksmith, was run over and killed at Veazie,
.Sunday night by a car on the B. O. & O.

back garden whatever. only a tiny piece of ground in front
with a wooden paling, and there was not
much growing there, but a remarkably
fine geranium, bearing magnificent truffle*
of a pale pink tint, stood in a pot on tho
windowsill. This geranium wus tho pride
of Mrs. Wigley'g simple soul.
Sho took
no

to compare
certain Satur-

M.

Libby, Waterville, thread guide

Mrs. Hannah Hunt, of Augusta, died
last week at the age of ninety-four years.
She was one of the charter members of
the Augusta W. C. T. U., and always took
an interest in the union, even after the
infirmities of age compelled her to be absent from the meetings.

paused before entering
inspect her friend's posses-

and

1

cleansing purpose*. B
Largest package—greatest economy.
jj|
Sold everywhere.
Made ouly by
fe
household

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
St. Louis.
Boston.
Chicago.
New York.
Philadelphia.

-AND-

HOT WATER

HEATING
-AT-

j

If not, you have
a

^

B

||

|

^

G. H. OAKES & CO.?
pleasure
prospect,
too.
Every yard of carpet,
of furniture in the large stock, is new,
the very latest style, having been pur*
yet in

a

and

j

^

profitable pleasure,

j^
^

^

^

L

=2

^

%

CHAMBER SETS,

BANGOR,

MAINE.

|
|

1
|2
^

^
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iCMoniental Bronze Go.
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Wantl
Bicycle ?
j

Do You
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a

ry

joyment,
irty,

t

l

Bevel-Gear

\ CKiamkss

Bicycles \
)
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required

pink

mon

one

uncom-

nice between them two.”—Windsor

Magazine.
Conquered.
She—Ho insulted me grossly. He actually stole a kiss.
His Friend—I know it, but he told me
you surely could not miss it, for so handsome a woman as you could get plenty
more.

not

a sad rogue, and yet one canhelp liking him.—Boston Transcript.

A Course In Expletives.

ELDRIDGE’S.
Crockery

mining operations.’
“Ah, I see! Camp life and that sort of
thing.
‘‘No. He speculated in stocks. ”—Washington Star.

great variety.

OF

j
J

“How did Bluobrecze get -into the way
of using such violent language?
"I believe he was once engaged in some

in

Furniture House

and

^

She—He’s

PAPPARATUS.

Carpet

|
^
^

J

HALL,
THE NEW

|
^

|

as

RANGES

OAK

|

—

all

|

^

YOU VISITED ^

2
tho cottago to
sion.
It was in full bloom.
article
every
“Well, I never!” cried Eliza Hubbard.
“What a waste!”
fresh and of
Sarah Wigley was staring out of window, but failed to recognize her friend.
chased within three months.
Her eyes were contracted to a narrow slit,
The body of Rufus PL Chamberlain,
and she strove her hardest to traco tho foreman of the
finishing room at the
familiar features, but in vain.
SPECIAL VALLES IX
Monroe Packard and Linscott shoe factory
“What a waste!” reiterated Mrs. Hubin Auburn, was found with a bullet hole
bard.
“Sho can’t see me, though I am as
COUCHES and
in the head on the shore of Lord pond in
PARLOR SUITS
big as life and twico as ugly, and yet tho
Lord lots that flno pink geranium grow Turner, Wednesday. Death was probably
and blow under her very nose. It isn’t by suicide. He had been missing from
and DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.
any kind of good to her, and It would bo home since Monday noon. It is thought
a real blessing to me.”
that financial troubles caused him to
“Is that you, Eliza?” asked Mrs. Wigley.
make way with himself.
“If it ain’t, Sarah, it’s my double.”
No. 2 State St., next to Post-Office.
“You’vo been looking at my geranium, 1
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Eliza,” said her friend. “Isn’t it a picture?”
Mail orders received and carefully tilled.
Mrs. Hubbard responded heartily. There
Wednesday, August 31, 1898.
was much talk about the llower, how fears I
MAINR I.AW IKQARDINQ WKIOHT9 AND MRA8URM.
had been entertained that tho blight had
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
N. B.—Mr. Frank L. Hodgkins is connected with this establishgot to it, etc.
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall ^z
“Go in, my dear,” sho said to Sarah
weigh To pounds.
fc: ment, and would be glad to welcome all his old friends and acquaintWigley. “You will catch your death of
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
cold.”
ances from Hancock County.
In good order and lit lor shipping, is 60 pounds.
Mrs. Wigley retired, Eliza Hubbard
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
drew the door close.
Her face was crimgood order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
son, her heart beat fast.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
“It isn’t as though sho could see it,”
of
56 pounds; of onions, 52
Raid she. “She won’t even know it is pounds; of corn,
Moses Hotter.
'asbcrttsnnmts.
wounds;
carrots, Englisn turnips, rye and
gone, and if she does what does it signify? Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buck[Poem read by Mrs. Allic Butler, of East‘What tho eye don’t seo tho heart can’t wheat, 4n pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
brook. at the Butler reunion at Butler’s Point
measure as by agreement.
grieve for!’
Aug. 17.J
She seemed rather proud of the quotaCountry Produce,
Year-1 ago three sturdy yeomen—
tion.
Of a certainty it had never been
Beans.
MANI FACTI KF.RS OF
Moses Butler one was named—
used in such n connection before.
But
Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
WHITE BRONZE
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25
Looking for a chance to settle,
pride was replaced by a dull sense of shame
To this spot of Maine they came.
as she lifted up the geranium and, hiding
MONUMENTS and STATUARY.
it under her shawl, sped home with it. As
Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Down here at this shore they landed,
Butler.
she walked she planned where she would
Butler’s Point Tis called since then,
Creamery per tb.27
place the geranium. It would look best,
Named for that brave old pioneer,
Dairy.is g._>2
she thought, between two line white ones
One of those honest, sturdy men.
of which she was uncommonly proud, and Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb.12 4.16
Grand old forests all around them,
there she deposited it in the darkness.
Best dairy (new).is
Naught of human life but they,
Having done so, she retired to bed, having
Dutch (Imported)..
Fish and wild game then abounding
first knelt down to say her prayers. Oddly
Neufchatel..
Funlshed food from day to day.
enough, however, the words would not Kggs.
come.
Fresh laid, per doz.17
Here they labored with their families,
A few days later Eliza Hubbard called Hay.
Chopping, burning, clearing, till
on Sarah Wigley.
She peeped in through
Best loose, per ton. s alo
A home here In the forest
Baled.
12 414
the w indow and saw her old friend sitting
They had gained by their stern will.
Straw.
over th»* handful of fire, though the evenLoose.7 nf<
Little do we think at this day
ing was sultry, shivering and holding her
Baled.lo 4I2
thin hands to the blaze.
Of the hardships then endured ;
Vegetables.
“My gracious!” said she. stepping brisk- Potatoes, bu
Days of toil, privation, planning,
.4o Carrots, bunch
.05
This to them their homes ensured.
ly in. "You ain't cold tonight, are you?” Sweet potatoes, lb .04 Tomatoes, !b
.os
.05 String beans, pk
Sarah Wigley rose stiffly.
Beets, bunch
.25
Still persevering, never ceasing,
.0:
.0:1
Squash, lb
"I'm a bit poorly, my dear.
I ain't felt Cabbage,
.05
Onions, bunch
Ever trusting God above,
Cauliflower,
.15§.2»>
myself since my loss. You’ve heard tell Cucumbers,
.02
.05
Turnips, bunch
He who shields the homeless sparrows
how some tramp or the other made off Corn, do/.
.15 Celery,
.u5
Sheltered
them with wings oi love.
with my pink geranium, haven’t you?”
Groceries.
Mrs. Hubbard was apparently a bit poor- Co flee—per tb
.06 §.08
Klee, per tb
Here they tolled, our worthy grandsires.
.15 3.20 Pickles, per gal .404.60
Bio,
ly also, for she shivered likewise.
Till old they grew, their locks were few.
More than 500 beautiful designs, more endur245 Olives, per qt
245 3.75
Mocha,
"I did hear some such tale,” said she.
243 Vinegar—per gal—
Many children came to bless them,
ing than stone and less expensive. Send for
Java,
“But I don’t suppose you grieve much, eh, Tea—per tb—
full
Pure eider,
.20
These iu turn got married, too.
descriptions to S. K. JOHNSON, 35 Park
.45 3.65 Cracked wheat,
St., Itangor, Maine, agent for Penobscot and
.06
Sarah? It ain’t as if your eyesight was us
Japan,
Hancock counties.
.30
ft>
.06
3.65
And
these
Oolong,
Oatmeal,
our
per
children,
forefather-1,
good us mine. You can’t keep looking at Sugar—per 1b—
Quaker rolled oats, .06
Settled near, or far away,
the blossoms.”
Granulated,
.06 ^ Buckwheat,
.C6
And to them all we now do homage
Coffee—A & B,
.(HI
For answer Sarah Wigley burst into a
.05
Graham,
Cheap Newspapers.
.05
Yellow, C
.05>4 Kye meal,
On this the yearly Butler day.
flood of tears.
Molasses—per gal—
The newspaper which has no uniform
()11—per gal—
“I know I am worse than a fool to make
.35
.60
Havana,
So welcome Butlers, one and all,
Linseed,
§.65
Porto Klco,
a fuss about a geranium plant,” said she,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
*ate for advertising space, and is satis
.13
From far and near we hid you come
.60 Astral oil,
.15
“but I suppose I am kind of low in health. Syrup,
ied to take what it can get for it, is a
To see new faces, greet old friends,
Maple syrup, qt .25§.30
I
can’t
I
to
Anyway
help myself.
ought
Lumber and Building Materials.
Enjoy ourselves, and then go home.
bo ashamed of myself,” sa4d she, “at my
sheap advertising medium, and the adM—
Clapboards—per M—
time of lifo not to have faith greater than Lumber—per
vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
Extra spruce,
24 §26
Hemlock,
09§ll
Advertising brings the customers and
a grain of mustard seed. Haven’t I prayed
Hemlock boards, 09§11
17 s 18 assists the salesman.
Spruce, No. 1,
results.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.i Press.
Clear
35
Spruce,
12§16
tho good Lord to put it into the heart of
pine,
§60
Spruce floor,
15§20 Extra pine,
30360
that tramp to bring me back my gera12 315 Laths—per M—
Pine,
nium, and who knows that he won’t see fit Matched pine, 153IS Spruce,
2.00
.04 §.06
to do It?
I'd had that geranium three Shingles—per M—
Nalls, per tb
2 75 Cement, per cask
1 60
Cedar, extra
years, ’Liza, and I’d got to set store on it
2 00
.85
clear,
Lime, per cask
as though it was a child. I hope you don’t
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 §11
"
extra one,
150 White lead, prtb .05 §.08
think mo a weak sort.”
"
No. 1,
1 25
Eliza Hubbard cleared her throat.
'•
.75
scoots,
“No,” she said softly, “I don’t. I wish
1 25
Spruce,
I was half as good as you. But I ain’t. I
125
Hemlock,
Provisions.
yield to temptation right away. I ain’t
more strength of mind than a baby.
I Steak, beef, tb
.15 §.30 Tripe, per tb
.08
Fresh pork,
.11 3.12 Honeycomb tripe,tb .10
I
on
wouldn’t
take
so
if
I
was
Saruh,
say,
spring lamb, tt> .123.18 Ham, per tb
.124.14
hesitated
you.
Perhaps—perhaps”—she
don’t you? Not to tinker with it
N
Veal, per tb
.083.16 Shoulder,
.003.10
and cleared her throat again—“perhaps
.12 3.16
Uoa-ts,
.08§.14 Bacon,
Mutton, per lb .(>63.10
ch ride and spend hours cleaning and adjust(
you'll get your flower back again, after Beef, corned, tb .Ot>3.lo
.15 Poultry—per tb—
tongue,
all.”
Salt pork, per tb
.10
.16
Fowl,
chain.
stretching
7
She leaned forward and kissed her Lard, per lii
.10 3.12
.18 4 25
Chickens,
.lo Bologna,
.In
friend’s wrinkled cheek.
It was an un- 1’lgs l'eot, per tb
tb
Cooked
.15
ham,
usual action, but accounted for by the unBoneless ham,
.14
usual circumstances.
Fish.
“Good night, Sarah,” said she.
“I'd
Fresh—
Salt—
pray again tonight, if I was you, just os
.05
Cod,
.073.10
Dry cod,
.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
you did In fore.”
.044.115
Yes,” replied Sarah meekly, “I mean
.1"
Halibut tins, .103.12
Pickerel,
to.
.20
.*».“>
Halibut
Clams, qt
heads,
lluiielcs' rod, .w.'u.pi
.scallops, <|t
.12
and
Halibut,
Thenwas
a
Tongues
glow at her heart, a
pnthv.
.12
.08 3.10
P.iueii-h,
sounds,
ring of confidence in her quavering tones.
iSmoked
Trout,
The moment she rose the next morning
..in
.12
Alewlves, do/.
Halibut,
.25
Herring, box,
she glanced out of the window.
Did her
Mackerel, (small)
.25
for
.In
Finnan
huddle,
weak eyes deceive her
Was it really the
.25
Salmon,
geranium sin- saw below? She dressed her
.11
sword ilsh,
self hastily and hurried down stairs. YeI- uel.
there was no mistake about it, it was \ r W ood—per cord
Coal per ton—
« 2.1
3 00 u800
liroken,
Dry hard,
pet tlower, in the same pot, with the
2 tH* i:’Stove,
8 2.1
l»ry soft,
splotch of red paint on its rim.
load
8 >*,
Poundings
Fgg,
per
“The Lord be praised 1'’ said she. hugN ut,
100 3 1 23
8 25
Iilucksmlth's
8 00
ging it close. "The Lord bo praised!”
And Eliza Hubbard meanwhile, her face
Flour, Grain ami Feed.
red with shame, clusped her hands togeth- Flour—per bb—
.90
Shorts—bag—
5 00 (j5 50
Mixed feed, bag
.‘.'5
Straights,
er and ottered her prayer.
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag
.9531.00
“There ain’t a meaner sinner on earth
.1 00 35 50
“but
I
it
than me,” said sho,
never found
Patents—
5 75
Winter wheat,
Sho stooped low and dug
out till now.”
6ix>
Spring wheat,
Entail no work or worry upon the rider. A cloth to
P
up her finest white geranium.
Corn meal, per hag .95
“I’m going round to Sarah’s now at Corn, full weight
per
\
is
all
that
is
to
V
the
frame
wipe
polished
1.00
bag
once,” said she, “and while I’m about it
1 11 take this other white geranium to her Oats, Western, per
r
keep them in perfect order.
bu
.40 3.43
^
will look
well. The
■

for

^IIAVE

E

Meli Gerrish and sister Maida skilfully

Andy Ilavey and Adelbert Gordon left
Monday morning to resume their studies

Portland.

em-

largely attended. The
musical numbers included a song by Miss
Tyler, who has a brilliant soprano voice
of great range, which she uses iu a man-

Miss Stella Scott, of Kingman, is the
guest of Cora M. Gordon.

from

horses

Saturday evening entertainment

the church

Went Kutlivnn.

at

the

CONCERT.
The

the

present.
Aug. 28.

unusually

busy Sunday. Many
ployed on the railroad are off duty as the
road approaches completion, and are beA
ing driven west.
string passing
through Sunday was not a poor-looking
lot by any means—quite to the contrary.

account

on

was

of

of illness, and will
remain with her brother, Mr.) Emery, for
to return

construction train

The

Among visitors in town recently were
Sabine Jellison, of Ellsworth, Deputy
Sheriff Crosby and wife, of Amherst,
George Crosby, of Aurora.
J. Frank Collar, of Beaehmont, Mass.,
and Mrs. Collar and their two daughters
were guests of J.
F. Emery and wife
from Tuesday till Saturday. Mrs. M. A.
Agry who accompanied them was unable

Ono

Mrs. Wigley had

UtiberttBemcnta.

HITTERY TO CARIBOU.

THE LOST GERANIUM.

HLies and Tallow.

Hides—per

lb—

<>x,

.05

.05
Cow,
Bull,
.04*
Call skins, green

Pelts,
Lambskins,

Tallow—per tb—
Rough,
Tried,

.01*
.03*

.25 9.7-1

.403.50
.253.35
2 00

.is
.18
Dried

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

Clover—per
Red,
Alslfee,

tb—

.12
.13

Fruit.

.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.083.15 Apples, string
.10 3-14 Apples, sliced

Machines and Prices Guaranteed.

3

l

POPE MFG. 6©..

c

307 East Baltimore St.

}

£

Seeds.

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawu seed, per tb

J Columbia Chain Wheels,.$75 3
J Hartford Bicycles,.
50 7
\ Vedette Bicycles,.$40 and 35 /

.10
.08 3.12
.Of!
.10

Terrible plague, those itching, pestering disof the skin. Put an end to misery. Doan’s
Ointment cures. At any drug store.—Advt.

S
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Subscribe for The American

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,
ELLSWORTH,

%
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PROHIBITION

PEOPLES

For Governor

For Governor

For Governor

Arami S. l^add of Augusta

Robert Gerry of Ellsworth

For Governor

everybody

and

tramps,

are no

NATIONAL DEMOCRAT
For Governor

_

Llewellyn

_

scanning the horizon for
approach of the war-scarred
::d warships.
Discussion
whether they will or whether they
come
varied by mutual ex-

Powers

Samuel L. Lord of Saco.

of Houlton

l

Bar Harbor is

Eraatua

Lermoud of Tbomaston

I

the rumored
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into streets and
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For County Commissioner

Register

For

of Deeds

For

1:

Arthur

ing

Henry Sargent

of

*■

doesn’t live in a town
nbar Hants, be has nothing to
.:-j pita- are.
We have our work
hsu.
uud neither cost a fracthe life exhaustion that their
re do them. and, perhaps,
}.:
morally cleaner in the end be-.use a

c

ttmi
tion

■

man

UiXCIPAL
For

George

ELECTED

Stevens

Academy

Bluehill.
Clin
be;

W.

s

Veil

.-,

Cuppa, of Bristol, N. H., lias
principal of the new George
Bluehill.

cade

:r

y at

ipps

:

a

oi

'88.

coil*?}.;

graduate
For

seven

of

that vacancies in the senate,

by

an

tue assistants
at
js'.'iute, New’ Hampton, N. H.,
year was instructor at Keuka
college. Jerusalem, N. Y.
A
report ot the dedication of this
aoade’ y may be found on page 7 of this
whs

oi

one

1.' v -t*
arid f«K

nb

issue.

T> : v:y Collector, Mt. Desert Ferry.
CoLcjior Henry Whiting, of Ellsworth,

OBITUARY.
MIH8 LENA

E.

GRINDELL.

of her

class of ’88. Since then she has been engaged as teacher in the public schools of
the city, and has given excellent satisShe will always be lovingly
faction.
remembered
by the Dupils who have
time to
come under her training from
time.
Miss Grindell was an earnest worker in
the cause of the church, and
always
proved a leading spirit in the prayer
She always made friends of
meetings.
her associates, and will not be soon forgotten by them. Her death makes a vathem which cannot easily
I cancy among
I be filled. She leaves a father and mother,
two sisters and two brothers, who have
the deep sympathy of the community.
Funeral services were held at the house
on Saturday at 10 a. m., Rev. 1). L. Yale
officiating. The services were very impressive and were attended by a large
number of friends.
Interment was at
Woodbine cemetery.

THREE

DROWNED.

Sloop Cupsi/.e«l Near Black

Island

A Coincidence.
Three men were drowned near Black
island Sunday afternoon by the capsizing of a sloop. The men were Dominico
Re via, Charles Beyancat, and another
whose name has not
been ascertained.
‘•Teddy" Morrill, who was with them,
saved himself by
ashore.
swimming
The four men, who lived on Black

=.

•.

Sold.
Tr.-e N.-and house at Sputhwest Harbor
i-r.
h-f
nyS. K. Whiting, of EllsBnnon man.
The house will
wt.-rtn
be
.ited nnd improved.
It will be
Southwest Harbor Hotel

opened

ext

Benson.

ejebrated Horse Dead.
Marlon
mait

a

fair t
For tU'-ier,

u
u

Mills,

guideless pacing
the Baugove«-'ir,
by a fall at
N Y., Friday.

n w as

the

booked for
was killed

Register

For

of

Deeds

For Register of Deeds

to

Molbory Kingman
For Representative to Legislature

Legislature

of

Mariaville

For Representative to Legislature

i

Stephen Monaghan

of

Ellsworth

A. Lawford of Eden

arising

resolution of the legislature providresignation, removal from the state, or

proposed by

as

from death,

a

unrepresented district.”

recovered, but the third had not been
found yesterday.
Coroner Fields was
summoned
from
he
Ellsworth, but
deemed
an
inquest unnecessary, and
for
burial.
gave permits
It is a curious coincidence that Morrill,
who was saved, was in a similar accident
two years ago near the same place, when
Ernest Gatebell, of Ellsworth, and two
Italians were drowned. He was the only
one who succeeded in
reaching the shore
at that
time.
His ex ape in both instances is due to the fact that he is a
strong swimmer.

Tapley Family Reunion.
There was a remarkable family gatherat
West Brooksville on August 17, at
ing
the old Tapley homestead, which is now
occupied by the youngest of the family,
Capt. John P. Tapley.
Robert aud Polly (Snow) Tapley were
the parents of the following sous: Simeon
P., Robert, Thomas, William P., Abram,
George 11., Jerome P. and John P.
The average age of these eight brothers
i*j seventy years, the youngest being sixty years of age, and the oldest seventyeight. The family gathering on the 17.h
was the first occasion for nearly
fifty years
when
have

they have all been together. All
followed the sea and all have been

masters

of

vessels

except one-j-Simeon.
Thomas has been to sea for forty years,
and he, as well as his brothers, has visited
all parts of the world.
With one exception they all live in
West Brooksville.
Abram lives in BanWith one exception, ail have reared
gor.
families.
All have been
married, and
their wives are ail living.
One has been
married
These

Hancock

County

Hood

HATH ROOMS.

AND

FAY, NO

••NO

offered

and

timely

dealer iu ail kinds of

Salt,

Smoked,

FISFi.
Halibut, Bluefisb,
Mackerel, Trout, Salmon.
Clams, Scallops and Lobsters.

Cod,

Haddock,

Thic Bidg., Fut F«d Bridge,
KLLSWOKTH, ME.

cv-

Collection* ami all

TO

LOAN.

over

CONFIDENTIAL.

Rurrill National

Rank,

Ellsworth.

Maine.

NOTICE.
?h«

citv of'

at the mavin
room,
Hancock ha,.
building, September rJ, 7 and a, Ivjs, from 9
o'clock in the forenoon to 1 o’clock in the a*ternoon. and from 3 to *> .•‘..lock in the aftern«.and Ifom to 9 o'clock in tin- afternoon,
and Sept. 9 and 10, from 9 o’clock in the forenoon to 1 o'clock in the afternoon, and from t
to > o'clock in tiie afternoon.
The f! r*-t four
of said days to be devoted to registration, ami
the last one of said days to enable the board
to verify the correctness of the lists of voters
and to complete and close un its records of
or

|

j
1

and aldermen's

said session.
A. \\
Ccshman,
President of board of registration.
Ellsworth, Aug. 29, 1898.

Desert bridge
rpHE
X
corporation ere hereby notified that a
special meeting will be held at the toll-house
of said bridge on the fifteenth
day of September next,

at

2

o

clock in the afternoon for the

Latest Floral

>

Furnished

j

I

!

Designs

Promptly

FROM

The DI TTOS

I

RAI*El>

j

STo\ h R A

j

(JKKKNIKU SLS.

WORK

A

SPECIALTY.

GRAVED,

Lessee*.

;

]

A.

|

STEWART,

M.

D.

IIOM<KOPATIIIST,

!

Bhook.sville,
Maine.
Graduate of
Boston
University Medical
S'dioul. member *»f Boston 1U.m. •pathlr so.
rlvty Maine State Homo-oputhic .-ocleiv; Arner
lean Institute of Homo- j athv.
TELEPHONE Oi NNECIION.
West

NOTICE.
proprietors of Mount

1

purpose of taking measures to repair said
bridge. Per order of the board of directors.
Kben L. Higginu. Clerk.
Eden, Aug. 25, 1R98.
NOTICE.
up adrift Sunday, Aug. 28, 1898,
between Rockland Breakwater and Mark
island, a small sloop boat, painted white, two
jibs and mainsail, center-board. Mast painted
yellow. Owner can have same by proving
property and paying charges.
Capt. S. J. Eaton,
Little.Deer Isle, Maine.

PICKED

1

NOTICE.

WHEKKAS
has left
▼ ▼

U1> Wife, Gertrude M. Young.
niy bed and board without just

provocation, I hereby forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on my account.

Brooksville,

*

Aug. 25,

^

!*9s.

hereby gives notice that
npHE subscriber
bt‘"
appointed adminisdu,»v
.TTtriv
tratnxof V
the estate
of Joseph I.\mourner,
late of Brooksville, in the
county of Hancock

deceased, and given bonds a- the law directs!
A.l
persona having demands against the
of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for
settlement, and all indebted
requested
make payment imANN'*" Lvmbubhbr

estate

mediately™

Augin^a

,to

NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE.
WHEREAS the Brookliu Grange No. 251, a
^
corporation organized under the laws
of Maine, and
having its place of business at
Brookliu, in the county of Hancock, Maine,
did on the 21st day of July, 1K97,
by its mortdeed
of
gage
that date, recorded’in vol. 314,
nage 4H5, of the Registry of Deeds for said
Haucock county, convey to the undersigned
the following described real estate situated in
said Brookliu, and bounded ami described as
follows:
A certain tract or parcel of land beginning
at the northeast corner of a lot of land of
Mr*. Kusau Bray at a stake and stones
by th»
highway leading towards Herrick's bay, socalled; thence by said highway sixty feet to
a stake and laud of Otis
W. Herrick’; thence
southeasterly by said Herrick's land sixtv
f« et to a stake at Busan Bray’s land; thence
northwest by .-.aid Bray 's land sixty feet to
the first-mentioned bound, together with all
buildings thereon. And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, and
stiil remain broken and u
performed; now
therefore, by reu
of tin breach of the
conditions or -aid mortgage I claim a foreclosure of said liiortgagt, and give this notice
of my intention to foreclose said mortgage as
provided L. statute
Geo. W Hkbbrk
Dated at Bro.
i, this 2cuh day of Aug

T.

____

North

Dry

Law.

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Offices

hoard of registration of
rpHK
X Ellsworth will be in session

after
the

EDWIN M. MOORE,
Fre*h,

to

AI.L BUSINESS STRICTLY

Special Xoticcs.

discussion were adopted as
sentiments of Hancock district lodge on
the temperance questions of the day.
The resolutions w ill be printed in The
American next week.
I He next meeting will be held
with
Oak lodge, Trenton, Nov. 10.

are

MONEY

M^ine.

late hour.
were

at

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE

SUITE

There was a public meeting in the evening. Speaking and Ringing tilled up the
Resolutions

Special attention given
Commercial business.

of six rooms—Second floor, with use
of stable.
Directly opposite post-office
and town hall. .Suitable for office or dwelling.
Rent low. Apply to Mas. B. A. Di nn, B’.uehill,

order.

GILES,

Attorney and Counsellor

£o Eft.

substantial.
Considerable business was transacted.
Five candidates took the district degree.
An hour was spent very profitably by D.
T. Moore in exemplifying the w ork of the

a

YNWOOD V.

WANIIEE,1’

All kinds of laundry worn done at short no
lice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. H. KMtl & CO.,
W«t.t End Bridge.
Ellsworth. Me.

prohibition party.
The dinner and supper were supposed to
be a picnic, yet
the good people of
Manset did not forget to provide many

time until

LAUNDRY J"

STEAM

the

■

The two most critical time-In a woman’s life
the times which make the girl a woman, and
the woman a
rh
,\:
the-e t‘
Pierce's Favorite Prescrl;
.i. is of incalculable
value, ft strengthen* .i :r v<
gans distinctly Pmdnvie, promotes regularity
of the functions, allays irritation and Imlumuiation, checks unnatural, exhausting drains,
and putc the whole delVntr orgn'd-m into per
feet condition. Almost all q « il'- .• woman
kind are traceable to some form of what is
known a- “female complaint’’. There art not
three cast s in a hundred oi vn> .u.n'a p.-._ a liar
diseases that I>r Pierce's Favorite Pre- rlnpon
will not cure.

BZiljBWORTa

Templars.

Hancock district lodge, I. O. of U. T.,
met with Manset lodge Aug. 18.
The session was called to order by District Templar Clarence A. Moore.
Fifty delegates
were present, representing seven
lodges.
It was a pleasant and profitable gathering, showing that the cause of temperance still has strong workers in Hancock
county, including some whose influence
is felt in political circles, if not strictly of

second time.
eight brothers had two own sis- I
one
half-brother
and one half-sister;
ters,
Deafness Cannot tie Cured
these four are dead.
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
This is an interesting family record, di-ra-ed
portion of the ear. There is only one
and it is to be doubted if it can be paralway to cure deafness, and that is by const it uleled in Hancock county.
It can easily tional remedies. Deafness i- caused by an inbe imagined that the gathering was a flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eu-tnchlan Tube.
When this
get- inhappy one, for in spite of Urn advanced flamed you have a rumbling soundtube
or Imperfect
age of most of them, the brothers ar*> n»i 1 hearing, and when It is entirely closed deafness
in excellent health.
i- the result, and unless the inflammation can l>e
After dinner a group picture was taken. taken out and this tube restored to its normal
Omar W. Tapley, of Ellsworth, is a son
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out ol ten are caused by catarrh,
of one of the brothers—Thomas.
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Family Reunions.
The annual reunion of the Jellison case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot 1. cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for
family will be held at the home of Sereno circulars, free.
F. .J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
E. Jellison, Mariaville, on Thursday,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Sept. 15.
The Jordan reunion will be held at
"
Charles Black's grove,
MariavilJe. o:.
I
Wednesday, Sept. 14. If stormy tin first
fair day. All arc requested to
bring o’d
relics. There will be a table for their
exhibition. All are at liberty to invite
friends.
a

2TO

TTCS

._;_

went to Outer Long island Sunday
has appointed Henry A. Ball, of Hancock, island,
for a good time. It is said they were indepuu collector at Mt. Desert Ferry. toxicated when they left for home in the
-een sworn in, and took
Mr. ’•> ;j h.
afternoon.
Near Black island the sloop
n of t he office Monday.
struck a ledge and was capsized.
i
Mr v:"
"ell known in Ellsworth,
The three men drowned were Italians
'•■ficatious for the office are employed in the quarry at Black island.
..ud ;
b ..’
The appointment gives general They were about thirty-five years of age.
satisfai Hon.
They were not married.
The bodies of Revia and Beyancat were
J

Representative

immediate election in the

Bates

years he
the New

of Deeds

|I

|
at

For County Treasurer
Robert B. Carter of Ellsworth

Bridgham of Sullivan
George E. Norris of Hancock
Pascal P. Friend of Sedgwick

Sedgwick

like causes, shall be filled

To

that

i

Fred W.

“Shall the constitution be amended

these

get out of the woods and work up
twenty ords of white birch firewood.
Then too, nftpr some of these amateur
yachtsmen have been fooling with a boat
for a couple of months, it takes a ship
carpenter a good part of the winter to
the Doles, fix a new keel and set
ppt:“
a now ?nest, and so on.
Then there are
son is
| gatherings, literary clubs, lodge
meetings, whist parties, dancing, sleigbiii*.
e>, skatiug parties, etc.
Do, inde^o
"here are some people who think

Register

Henry

K. Buck of Orland
T. Jellison of Surry
John W. Somes of Mt. Desert
John L. Goss of Stoniugton
Bedford E. Tracy of Winter Harbor
Charles E. Brimmer of Mariaville

through,

Do?

_i
For Countv Treasurer
!

Albert

parents last Thursday morning at
the age of twenty-five. Mis9 Grindell has
been in failing health for the past two
years with consumption.
Miss Grindell received her education in
the public schools of Ellsworth, graduating from the Ellsworth high school in

of

James L. Saunders of Bluehill

Eden

Frank

Isaac

Miss Lena E. Grindell died at the home

winter.

the

see one

of

John A. Cunningham of Ellsworth
Stephen D. Bridges of Verona
Edward M. Curtis of Surry

Drammey of Ellsworth
Britton of Bucksport

We’d

in

here

For County Commissioner

County Commissioner

Richard P. Harriman of Orland

narrow-chested,
flabby-muscled but keen-brained college
professors meet this problem about Jan.

do

like to

Higgins

Alonzo

Charles H.

Out

we

For

For County Treasurer

For Representative to Legislature

on
their more
This is noticed

very general exodus of
writes our Southwest

the

For Sheriff
Warren W. Turner of Waltham

James S. Condon of Brooksville

Tremont

William B. Campbell of Ellsworth

people,

who live here

For Sheriff

;_!

exactly knows—very likely a variety cf opinion. But the mystery of
mysteries with most of them as they contemplate us is to wonder what on earth
no

For Sheriff

County Commissioner,

Richardson of

For

Harbor correspondent “H”.
They go
back to their homes and vocations, most
of them, no doubt, thoroughly convinced
that for variety and impressiveness of
scenery Mt. Desert beats the whole Atlantic coast. What they think of us human

beings

For Judge of Probate

Probate

of

——

in the alders of the low lands,
while the cherry and apple trees, which
retain
their verdure until late in
ubualjy
October, are showing brown and withered
leave*. Although farmers declare there
has been no lrost, nature shows every
evidence that there has been. The theory
prevalent among the farmers here is that
this is due to the continued drought, but
it may be caused by the fog, of which we
iu*ve uau so much ibis season.”

This week

Judge

For

Neberaiab H. Higgins of Ellsworth

W. Tapley of Ellsworth

Omar

especially

the

Judge of Probate

Elliott N. Benson of Eden

Bucksport

of

For County Treasurer

maples have donned their autumn coat of
crimson and orange, and many of the
oth-r

For

of Probate

F. Hooper of Ellsworth

Perry \V.

FUsworth
correspondent
“Autumn seems to have stolen
"e
footsteps of summer here, witha

County Attorney

__

those places not through any
°oy courtesy, but right of
sit ion a« the first ladies of the
:n a Maine
man, Minister Sewell,
he formal t ransfer of one repub-

even

For

should be

President Dole
Minister Sewell. And they

lic to another.

into

Judge

For Sheriff

ihe wife of

*ih

«-

flag,

American

—

For County Attorney

George B. Stuart of Ellsworth

...

Lewis

xercises of the transfer of
•:

of Hancock

whole

urprising the two women
highest places of honor at

..g iht

Daniel H. Saunders

For Count> Attorney

County Attorney

For

but little in

and

For Cleric of Courts

For Clerk of Courts

the

nuurtoiueQ to playing a promin affairs of the nation, and so

inent T -.e

For Clerk of Courts
J. Creamer of Penobscot

Walter

John F. Knowlton of Ellsworth

lots.

A

i

Charles H. Wooster of Hancock

For Clerk of Courts

to

improvements to the point,

is air adv exist,

HrTf

For Senators
Albert Staples of Brooksville

county

one

to do

good

occuj

For Senators

Otis Littlefield of Bluehill

of Bluehill

E. Hamlin of Ellsworth

Hannibal

cottages

constructed

the Maine

*:
rs

hotel and

Washington
be

rrill

c

a

railroad

the

1-

d.

pure;
v

Rufus P. Grindle

S. Pillsbury of Fairfield

For Senators

For Senators

purchas-

of

Frederick W. Plaisted of Augusta

Oliver

Petit Manan property and conit into a summer resort.
The

ing the
vert;:.?
fechc

talks

Congress

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress

Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta

chance of congratulations that Admiral
Pelkr
bis recommended the establishment of a government coaling station on
Long Porcupine island.
A.

to

j

Tltibrrtiscmrnta.
Now that the

H. Gould offers |3. Quality, not quantity,
will be the main requirement of the dis-

is

war

practically

this premium.
For the best collection of different
varieties of fruit, Dr. G. A. Phillips will

ended

it is only Fair to say that the

SEVENTH

give $3.

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE

COUNTY

HANCOCK

#

FAIR

ASSOCIATION

AT

WYMAN

PARK,

KLLSWORTH,

ON

Tuesday, Wednesday
Sept. 6,

and

Thursday,

8,

7 and

will Merritt your attention, and will be worth going

Miles

to sec

For the best original oil-painting, Mrs.
H. E. Davis offers |3.
For the best original water color painting, Mrs. George A. Phillips offers f3.
To the person winning the title of the
best butter-maker by ttie decision of the
judges of the exhibit of butter, F. B.
Aiken will give a handsome Bohemian
glass water set.
To the boy who wins the greatest number of points in the athletic contests on
“Children’s
Day”, I. L. Halman will

simply

award a Dewey sweater.
For the best exhibit of domestic manuHon offer a
factures, A. W. Cushman
handsome chair valued at |3.50.
For the best exhibit of fancy work,
Alderman Lord offers *3.
For the best display of drawn work by
a lady over seventy years of age, H. F.
Whitcomb offers *3l
A. W. Greely offers a silver backed
brush and comb for the best exhibit of

every Day.
embroidery.
No matter whether you are a Wheeler, a Shafter or a RoughFrederick A. Coombs offers a camera
Rider you will be given Lee-way for a good time and you needn't be for the best exhibit of amateur photography.
Schley about having it, for everybody will be looking for and finding
NOTES.

amusement.

No doubt tis painful to you for us to Tampa with so Florid a
language as the English, but 'tis not often we Havana chance
like this.
The Fair is going to be a big success.
Remember the dates and be there.

COMES

NEXT WEEK

HANCOCK

COUNTY’S BIO SHOW.

PEACE COMMISSIONERS.

President has appointed the American members of the peace commission as
follows: Judge Day, present secretary of
state; Senator Frye, of Maine, and Davis,
of Minnesota, and Whitelaw Reid, of
New York.
The

MAINE TROOPS HOME.

First Maine regiment arrived home

The

Chickamauga Saturday, and is now
camp at Augusta, it was just three

from
in

the troop** marched away
home, and though they have seen no
tlie
service at the front, disease and
hardship* of camp life have made their
months since
from

mark

the

on

troops,

and

nized

the

ones

men

who

hardly be recogmarched away.

marched home would
as

the

who

1 tie people who gave them an enthusiastic “send-off' gave them an even
more enthusiastic reception on their return home.

Maine regiments has been given, and in a few days
The order to muster out th"

t

his will be done.
—

Hall

Ouarry.
C. J. Hall has gone to

York

Boston and New

business.

on

Mrs. A.

juite ill,

A.

liodgdon,

has

who

been

is convalescent.

lxiwell

Young, is entertaining
relatives from Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs.

Macomber, wife and little son, of
Michigan, are visiting at J. H. Maeomber’s.
G. 11.

The “Bloomer”, CHpt. Potter, is loading
stone at Campbell A Maeu.nber’s wharf

Bangor

play

THE FAIR.

WAR ECHOES.

The fair association need a pig, for the
greased pig chase.
Secretary H. F. Whitcomb visited the

fair on Tuesday, and was successful in his search for side attractions for
the fair.
The base ball games have been arranged.
On Tuesday morning the Ellsworth Falls
team will
the E. H. 8. On Wednesday morning the East side grammar
school and the Falls grammar school nines
will play. On Wednesday afternoon the
Cherryfleld academy and Ellsworth high
school will be the contesting teams, and
on Thursday morning the E. H. 8. boys
will play their old rivals, the high school
team from West Sullivan. The teams are
evenly matched and good games may be
looked for.
Entries for the athletic events should
be made as soon as possible.
Charles E.
Bellatty will have charge of these sports,
and entries may be made with him or
somebody else at the office of the association on Htate street.
The relay race on Children’s Day will be
run by teams of eight boys each, from
the ranks of the grammar school ball
teams. The relays will reach once around
the half-mile track.
A valuable trophy
will he awarded the winning team.
The following premiums were omitted
from the regular list:
For the best peck
Fourth of July, Early Harvest and Rural
New Yorker potatoes, a lirst premium of

LARGE EXHIBITS ASSURED IN ALL DEPARTMENTS—LIST OF SPECIAL
PREMIUMS OFFERED.

issue of The AMERICAN
goes to its readers, the county fair will
Before another

be in full swing at Wyman park. Everything is ready for the opening next
Tuesday morning, and .f the weather
have returned from his vacahave discharged the incomwho has been making
substitute,
petent
himself ho disagreeable this month, the
will
see
as
county
enjoyable a fair ns one
would desire.
This has been an excellent year for garden produce, and a remarkably good display is expected in this department. But
it is in t he stock and poultry shows that
the RKHocintion feels that the county will
take the most pride. Certain it is that
ttie fair managers will be proud to offer
these shows to the county. At the first
fair the cattle and poultry shows were
rather poor, in fact noticeably inferior to
what might be expected from this section
of the State. Gradually they have improved. Last year the cattle show, and
poultry exhibits, ranked well with those
at any fair in the State, the poultry show,
in fit, was the best in the State.
It is known that the quantity and
quality in these departments will he improved
this
while
instead of
year,
improvement in the pen exhibits of livestock, perhaps a better word to use will
he revolution.
The indications are that
the pen displays will be far ahead of
those before seen here.
It is tiespeaking much
for the other
displays in the exhibition hall to say that
t hey are expected to be fully equal to or
better than those of last year, for those
who visited the hall at the last exhibition
know that the county was honored by
the works of artistic industry stiown on
the tables and walls of the upper hall.
The programme arranged for the three
days of the fair is as follows:

clerk will
tion ami

of the weather during the day.
Recalling all the surroundings add enchantments of the evening, it is
impossible to give on paper a description
of the song recital,
which could adequately do justice to its merits and to
t hose who vividly portrayed the life and
songs of the gifted Scottish poet. No one
thought of a stage or stage effect; the audience saw before them what seemed to
be a parlor, embowered with ferns and
flowers, a few chairs placed here and
there, a table on which stood a bouquet of
yellow' flowers, a piano at just the right
angle, with pictures on easels placed upon
it, and three fair ladies, with such ease
and grace in their movements and manner that there was an “at home” appearance which made the scene a reality.
A medley of Scotch airs was played
upon the piano by Miss Weston with
much taste and expression, following
which, in a pleasant voice and conversational tone. Miss Brown began the sketch
of Burns’ life. After giving the history
of his earlier years she introduced some
influence or incident which caused him
to write some
particular song. Mrs.
Peters in her clear, sweet voice took up
of
the air
the song mentioned and sang it
with charming effect, Miss Weston accompanying heron the piano.
Thus the evening in truth was spent
among the “banks and braes of Bonny
Doon”, so plainly was the entire subject
illustrated.
The first song given
w'ss
“O Red, Red Rose”, and during the rethese
were
cital
songs
interspersed:
“Green Grow the Rushes O,” “Bonny
Doon,” “My Heart's in the Highlands,”
“O My Jean,” “Sweet Afton,” “John
Anderson My
Jo,” “Whistle and I’ll
Come to You,” “Scots Wha Hae” and
“O Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast.”
The entertainment was original, instructive and in every way pleasing.
Mrs. Peters is very popular in Bluehill,
not only on account of her fine, welltrained voice, but because of her kindliness of heart, her ready sympathy and her
cheerful compliance when, to aid any
good cause, she is asked to render service
in song.
Her friend. Miss Brown, who is president of the Tourist’s club, in Roxhury,
Mass., and her cousin. Miss Weston, who
are in town for the first time have already
won the gratitude and
appreciation of
members of the
the people, and the
Ladies’ social library association desire
to express their thanks to these three
ladies for t he tine literary treat, as well
as for the financial addition it brought to

;

plate of Rhode Island Greenings,
Peewaukee and Yellow Transparent apples similar premiums will be awarded.
For the best home-made cheese a premium of >1 will he given.
One of t he drawing cards for Children’s
Day will be the Hying of tailless and boxkites. a scientific exhibition,both instructive and entertaining, given by an Ellsworth man who has made a study of this
art.
Kite flying as a science has in the
past few years been brought to the notice of the public most favorably, and
many men of distinction have devoted
years of their best energies to experiments with kites similar to those which
will be on exhibition.
Most boys will be
surprised to know that the scientific
kite tiles without a tail and that the tailless kite will rise in all winds and even in
a dead calm.
Much can be learned from
t his exhibition.
best

the library treasury.

The ladies also wished the reporter to
especially t bank t he editor of The American for favors received.

Hubert isnncnts.

cently.
Quite
have

a

number of

valuable

a

Campbell

shot

Macomber

A

have

a

large

Smart, and he died from the wound

Sunday.
...~

divided #8, #«, #4 and #2
2,700; purse #.»o, divided #8,
Base ball game.

For

oxen

under

#0, #4 and 2.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Wednesday, Aug 24
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Itondout,
and heads for C J Treworgy
AKItIVKD
Sch 1^‘onora, Bellatty, Pawtucket

staves

Friday, Aug 2b
sch Henrietta
Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Nell •! M Kennedy, Hutchins, Boston
s«-n Sarah A Blal-dell, Farrell, Boston
A

F

i

>

n Morin

s

Lord

Petrel, i.ou-cy,

New

York, coal for

Monday, Aug 29

>ch L D Kemlck, Wakclield, Boston
"fii Lulu W
I'uiten, Boston
sch Franconia, Young, Boston
SAILED
s, h (
ber lot

a

TIII’RSDA Y.

Tuesday, Aug in
Harvey, Columbia I alls, lum-

res-a,

KlisWorth Lumber Co
Sch sarali Elizabeth, Mo-ley, Bar Harbor,lumber lor Kllswoith I.umber Co
lums.-li Sanib \ Bial-b ll, Fariell, Fran
ber for Ctmrle- M.n-onii.er for V w N
Au.
1
Wednesday,
h Abigail Haynes, Dodge, Boston, lumb.-r
Lumber Co
b-r Burn
llrtiieoek County Ports.
Wkm Sfi.i.iva> —Ar Aug 2*2, sch Mall, Mar
tin, Boston
with
Ar Aug .’7, -I'M ■; w Collins, (Hunt,
«
fr u !'• -t >n
a 1!.« w
*r II.• u
in sght
'I ib, Martin, with -tone from
>!•! Aug -“I.
Crabtree A Have
Nr
At,.- Jv -ill de.-sie Lena,
Bt'cKsroKT
■

I »everet v. lb

-*

"lil Aug 2.'»,-.
Iwtuka

*

N|

B Stet-.oi,

Foreign
Kosakio-At .In
N- v York, ( hai
and Santos

Mi-Inni.-,

WEDNESDAY—CHILDREN'S DAY.
Forenoon, 10 o'clock.
Boys’ base hall game, prizes #5, #2.
Athletic sports— Hurdle race, 100 yards over
ten 30-1 nch hurdles, three-legged race, potato
race, 10o yards dash, Imitation wheelbarrow
race.
Prizes In each race, #1, 50 c., 25 c.
Greased pig #hase, winner to keep pig.
Afternoon, 1 o’clock.
Horse trotting—2.26 class, purse #125; 240
class, purse #lou.
Ball game, prizes #12, #8.
Athletic sports—Forty yards dash, undress
and dress race (50 yards), sack race (50 yards).
Prizes In each race, #1, 50 c 25 c.
Belay race for trophy.
Exhibition of scientific kite flying.

tirand

Porta.
barks Julia, Ib-cd, for
Kb. Janeiro
1-r

Forenoon, lO o’clock.
Drawing <>? 1
For pair weighing 2.200
amt upward, purse #2»>, divided #*, #»;, #4, #2.
fur pair under 2,200, purse same.
Ball game, prizes #12, #8.
Afternoon, 1 o'clock.
Il'irsc trotting-2 U» class, purse #100;
2.1'.«
pur-e #125, 2 .Jo class women drivers
purse #100.
\tlileti.- -ports —Foot race, I'K) yards dash,
prizes f». #2.
^PECIAI. PREMIUM OFFERS.
The local merchants and other citizens
arc making liberal special premium offers
•o augment
the large list of premiums
off'-red by the fair association.
For the most artistic costume in the
bicycle lloral parade, l apt. H. J. Joy will
award a premium of f3.
For the largest number of sheep shown
bv one exhibitor, A. \Y. Ellis will give

#3

as a

premium.

For the best agricultural display raised
by any one Hancock county farmer. F.

aoUfrtianncnts.

TAKING
CHANCES
eases

Is all very well in

some

but not in

Fur-

naces,

there

buying

Ranges or Stoves. If
i' a place where you

know you can obtain a reliable articles, that is the place
Risk is too great to
chance going to another place.

to go.

Save time

by coming to
purchasing KillC'O

AIKEN’S, Ellsworth, and
Fliriwioos, Rjinges and Stovos
F. I?.

NOYES *V NATTER M’F’O ('().,

manufactured

by

Haiiffor, Mo.

Hood’s
Hood’s Pills

visitors

M

A*

M

P.

M

M

P

*3 50 *8 4>
3 30
9 15
10 45' 4 joi.
9 45
20 11 2ft 4 10
30 11 27 t< I
t9 52
35 til 3ft' 4 50.
50 11 391
5 00.
10. fo 10..
32 11 55
5 18 10 »

Mx’d

10 30
10 10

..

12
12
12
12
1
1

1 12 M2 00
5 “.
H 57 M2 14 5 41
2 12 fl2 23 f5 50
t2 25,. E*> 5s.
f2 30.1 jft 021.
2 35 f 12 38
ft Oft!.
3 27j 12
ft 25,.
3 4ft1 1 07* 6 351 11 3ft
3 45 1 10i 6 40 *11 35

...

P.

58j

M

P.

M. A.

M. A.

M.

lift.
5 3ft! 14ft1 5 30
4 30 .1 9 OOl 5 57 8 40
Sundays only—Leave liar Harbor 5 40 am,
Sorrento 6 Oft a m, Mt Desert Ferry ft 30 a m,
12 OC |> m, Ellsworth 7 03 a m, 2 34 p m; arrive
Bangor 8 15 a in, 3 5ft p in. Leave Bangor 8 35
a m, arrive Portland 12 25
p m, Boston 4 OO pm.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Portland.
Boston.

P. M. P.

Boston.I

7 001

M. A.

9
A.

11

12 55

on

M. A.

45;.[

M.

m.

A. M.

8 001

M.

9 00
P.

M.

11 05 12 30
p.

m.

BANGOR.
7 35 *5 05' 10 07 3 15 *4 45
7 50 5 10 10 12 3 2ft 4 .V»
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
8 05. 10 21
8 271 * 57
Holden.
8 58
10 41i f3 47 f5 17
f9 at.tio 44.
Egery’s Mill..
Lake Hou«e. f9 08 .f 1ft 47 f3 53
Green Lake.
9 23 .( 10 56 »4 02l f5 32
Nlcolln
f9 35 .til 05 |4 llj.
Ellsworth Falls
9 55
11 19' 4 24: 5 54
ELLSWORTH
10 10
6 19 11 24 4 29 5 59
Wash’gton Co.Jc tIO 18. Ml 30..
Franklin Road.. 10 3ft 6 32 11 39 4 42 6 12
Hancock. 10 45
11 49 f4 50i fft nl
11 00 f6 43 til 52, f4 63! )6 23
Waukeag, S. Fy
Mt.Desert Ferry 11 10 ft 6ft 11 .,9 6 (X)' 6 3u
8 05 12 15'
Sullivan.
ft 00
ft 6ft
7 15 12 45 6 30' 7 15
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR .I *7 40 12 40) 5 451 *7 15
Sundays only—Leave Bangor 8 15, 1135 a m,
Ellsworth 9 30 a m, 12 42 p m. Arrive Mt
Desert Ferry 10 05 a m, 1 1ft p m, Sullivan 10 25
a m, Sorrento 11 00 a m, Bar Harbor 10 50 a m,
1 50 p m.

parilla
Purifier.

J&SMrSSZ

_

MIDSUMMER

t WEATHER
1
CALLS

|
|

X

FOR

THE CHOICEST

|

|

We have the choicest lines of staple
and fancy groceries to he found in
Eat tern Maine.

♦
^

:

j

|

GROCERIES.

+

|
X
X

♦

♦

specially attractive lmr-

♦

Carpets,

♦

Straw Mattings, ♦

♦

OilCloths.

f

and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and We6t
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ells-

£

I Department
some

ton

♦

—

offers

♦Dally.
tStop on signal or notlceto Conductor.
‘Runs July 15 to A ugust 28 only.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Bos-

A

|Our Carpet

worth

F

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pros, and Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTH BY, Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
to

MANHATTAN
!

STEAMSHIP CO.,

♦

♦
♦

i

We sell the World's Fair

♦

Prize-Winning

♦

^♦

X
X
J

AI.L COLORS.

U. S. Deck Paint for floors.

“Eagle"
Boiled

White Lead.

£

Raw Oil, Varnishes and
*
Shellac.
Colors and 1’aint Brushes.
+
and

♦

Our Dry Goods
Is

♦

high-back, richly-carved,

cane-seat

ROCKING CHAIR

F. H. Bailey and the Misses Silsby,
of Boston, were guests at the Tarratiue
from Saturday till Tuesday.
E. B. Bowen, who has contributed so
much to the gaiety of the Point this summer, returned to Boston Friday.
F. E. Hartshorn and family leave this
None of the sumweek for New Haven.
mer visitors will be more missed.
“Her Husband’s Friend”, a comedydrama, was given with great success at
theTarratine last Thursday and Friday
The performers all covered
evenings.
themselves with glory.

thoroughly constructed. It’s pleasant to the
sight, full of comfort and ease and pleasure.
Its excellence Is evident In every part as soon
as you put
your eye on It. Asa practical Ulus
tratlon of the low prices prevailing at the
Is

I will sell this

direct.

+
♦

as

;

—

|

FLOUR and GRAIN,

Returning, steamers will leave New York
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 P. M.t for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and Bangor.
With our superior facilities for handling
freight In New York City and at our eastern
terminals, together with through traffic arrangements we have with our connections, both
by rail and water, to the west and south, we are
In a position to handle all the business in

:

|

—5

|

i WHITING

♦
+

West Eofl Furniture Store, ^

Steamers of this line will leave Bangor (Eagle
Wharf, High Head) Mondays and Thursdays at
0 A. M., and Rockland at 6 P. M., for New York

f

replete as ever with staple
(roods, fancy goods, Ac.

+
♦

This large, bent arm,

NEW YORK, ROCKLAND
AND BANGOR LINE.

*

| Department

Hancock Point.

BROTHERS, i
1

(business established 50 years)
37 Main

trusted to us to the entire satisfaction of our
patrons both as regards service and charges.
For all particulars address,
H. C. OUIMBY, Eastern Agent,
No. 22 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
A. G. HUNT, Rockland, Me.
N. L. NEWCOMB, Gen’l Manager.
A. I>. SMITH, Gen’l Freight Agent,
5-11 Broadway, New York City.

Ellsworth.

St.,

4

^

£

BOSTON AND BANCOR

splendid $2.50 chair for

#1.47.
At

Old Fellows’

Building,

west Ena of

Bridge.

North Klticlilll.

R. B. HOLMES.

sister,

who

_

YES,

commenced
her
district, Penob-

Choice

I BUY MY MEATS

W.

now

keeps the

SUMMER SERVICE.

long ocJ. VV. Coombs, is
store

cupied by the late
prepared to fill every
be supplied by

We jjive Silverware Cheeks.

who is teaching
commenced Au-

Steamship Company.

COULD,

Proprietor.

Miss Marion Grindle, who has been at
work at Bucksport, has returned home.

so

want that

Six

Trips

Week

a

to

Boston.

can

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

AT

HORN.
BKKNTON-At Hancock, Aug 25, to Mr and
Mrs Christopher Brenton, a son.
Bl.ACIv -At BluehlU, Aug 1'.', to Mr and Mrs
1 'avid It Black, a son.
BE A E —At Penobscot, Vug 21, to Mr and Mrs
Fret! Beal, a son.
II \ ItT'V K I. L-- \t Franklin, A ug 22. to Mr and
Mr- Follctt G Hartwell, a -on.
1.1 >M BA 111»— At Franklin, A ug 20, to Itev and
Mrs dame- E Lombard, a daughter.
M< »KK1>* »N —At BluehlU, Aug 11, t*» Mr and
Mrs John G Morrison, a -on.
[Locklaml

An

I

by
is

to
to

Silverware Chocks
there for all CASH
market

man

who smokes

a

purchases.
gives them.

No other

i

('ommencing Saturday, June 25, 1*98, steamer
“Mt. Desert” will he due t«. leave Bar Harbor
for seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwe-t
Harbor and stmiington, to connect with steamer
lor Boston daily, except Sunday, at 1 p m.

oka

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

RETURNING.

From Boston, dally, except Sundav at •"> p
From Rockland, daily, except Monday
5 30 a m.
K. S. J.

I

BUY

Mr and

FIRST-CLASS

GROCERIES

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

ALSO.

THERE

HENRY
W. II. DKESSElt.

I

PETERS

BLOCK,

tn

Mohsk, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen'l Supt., Boston.

William H.

MARRIED.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

GOULD.
ELLSWORTH.

3Sbtrtiscmrnt0.
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LOT OF
BEAUTIFUL

GK VV— GRA Y—At Brooksvllle, Aug 17, by
Kev David Smith, Ml- Augusta Gray to John
M Gray, both of Sedgwick.
TEMPLE—MOKKIS—At Bar Harbor, Aug IS
by Itev Charles B Allen, Mi-- Melirent Tetnpie, of Tremout, to Joseph Morris, of Eden.

PICTURE MOULDINGS,

DIED.
DOW—At Tremont, Aug 2<», John W Dow, aged
in years, 1 month, 10 days.
EATON—At Deer Isle, Aug 22. Nowell Eaton,
aged 11 months.
G KIN DELL—At Ellsworth, Aug 2-, Miss Lena
E Gilndell, aged 25 years, s months.
G KEEN LA W —At Deer Isle, Aug 2d, Frederick
M Greenlaw, aged 7 month
HERRICK—At Brooksvllle, Aug 21, Winfield S
Herrick, aged 17 years, 1 month, 10 days.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, Aug 2 4. Mr- Edna
Perkins, aged 52 years.
SHERWOOD—At Brooklln, Aug 25, Joseph
Sherwood, aged 71 years.
VAl'GUN—At Brooksvllle, Aug 15, Mis- Alice
aged 17 years,
Vaughn, of Washington, D
s mouths, 11 «lays.

a

BOX of CIGARS

I OKT

Mr and

IIAKKit—BIB)OKs—At Town-Idp No
Aug
la, Miss Christina Baker to Thomas Brook-,
both of Township No 31).
BURKE—GK VV—At Hoeklaml, Aug 23, by Itev
It W Phelan, Mrs .Julia Burke to B F Gray,
both of Ellsworth.
DANICO-COUSINS—At Bucksnort, Auar 25,
by Kev William Forsyth, ML— surah M dun
lco to Jeremiah II Cousins, both of Ellsworth.

appropriate purchase

MAIN STREET.

ON

Howard.)

PEKKIV—At Brooksvllle, Aug 12,
Mr- William A Perkins, a -on.
•STAPLES—At Penobscot, Aug 2 4,
Mr- Porter Staples, a daughter.

M. 1*.

A.

I* the best—In fact the One True Blood

♦
♦
♦

returned home.

Miss Alice We.scott,
school at Long Island,
gust 22.
Mrs. Fred Hinckley
school at the Winslow
scot
Aug. 29.
Aug. 29.

A.

BAR HARBOR
7 oo
Sorrento.
7 15
Sullivan
Mt Desert Ferry
7 5ft
Waukeag, S. Fy t7 55
Hancock.
17 58
Franklin Road..
8 Oft
Oo
Jr.
Wash’gton
ELLSWORTH
8 2ft
Ellsworth Falls
ts 24
Nlcolln. fS 3*i
Green Lake. ts 44
Lake House.
t8 52
Egery’s Mill.
Holden. ft-' 58
9 17
Brewer June9 25
Bangor, Ex. St..
9 3ft
BANGOR, M. C.

Portland.

^

cow re-

her

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Suffering Completely Relieved.
441 was suffering with my stomach, and
prescriptions did not do mo any good.
No one could tell what ailed me. 1 had a
dreadful feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain under my shoulder blades.
Many times I was compelled to lio down
flat on my back to press my shoulders
against something for relief. After doctoring for months and feeling no better I
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it
having been taken by some of my acquaintances with benefit. Before I had
finished the first bottle I began to improve, and it was wonderful to see what
a change there was in my feelings.
When
I had taken six bottles I was cured, and,
I
best of all, have never had any return ol
those sufferings.” Mrs. E. E. Philbrook,
Remember
Frankfort, Maine.

X
J

Miss

Mrs. Elsie Franks is visiting
Mrs. Deborah Dunbar.

Commencing June 27, 1808,

—

X

Mrs.

Afternoon, 1 o’clock.
Moderation in the silken string run- ^
Horse trotting—three minute class;
purse
nlng through the pearl chain of all vir- #80; 2.30 class, purse #100; farmer’s race (horse
tues.— Bishop Hall.
going mile nearest to four minutes), purse #5.
Athletic sports—Foot race, 200 yards daub,
prizes #4, #2; half mile run, prizes #4, #2, #1;
sack race, 100 yards, prizes #3, #2, #l.

Maine Central Railroad.

This Crand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent Dreadful

5

our summer

Ail

Best of

♦“Monarch” Paints, \

Ardella Haslem, of Amherst, is
visiting ht£ aunt, Mrs. Stephen Jordan,
for a few days.
crew on getting out stone to be used in
Mrs. Calvin Kingman and Mrs. Stephen
the construction of a dam at Holyoke,
TCKSI»AY.
Jordan are attending the spiritualist camp
Mass.
Forenoon, JO o’clock.
Spec.
! Moral bicycle parade—Best decorated bicycle, meeting at Etna.
Auk. •-*9.
#5; second, #3; third, $2.
Mrs. Irving Young and children, who
Fantastic*—For the beat original grotesque
Gulden Quarrel; One Killed.
have been visiting friends here, have reexhibit, $5; second, $2.
turned to their home in Bangor.
John Smart and Paul Peters, Kineo
Judging stock—Drawing of cattle. Pair of
H.
Aug. 29.
gulden, quarrelled Saturday night. Peters oxen weighing 2.701 and upwards; purse, #20,
for Boston.

~

♦
♦

Waltham.

Herbert Jordan lost

ISaffroab* anb Steamboat*.

ilMjcrtiscmnitis.

Song Recital at ISIuehfll.
Thursday evening a rare entertainment
was given in the town hall for the benefit
of the Indies’ social library, and there was
a good house
considering the inclemency

play winning

Green, Gray, and Black Oak.
All the latest Picture Mats.

|

C.

R.

FOSTER.

1 am pleased to inform the public that I have re-cu«.I1|raKe<| Mr. lenlev. Owing to hi* other eugage*
ments, ho will be here only tin* week and next. T
I fVFOf
I \T
\ IM111,
|)|
lUU 1*
Ull
I IIU
should advise uninterested 111 ARTISTIC rtlOTOit.
i; irilY to avail themselves of this golden opportunity of getting *ome up-to-date posing, lighting and stylish eiTects. Cabinet photos in water colors a specialty. I would suggest to
those contemplating having life-»l/.e pictures In crayon, sepia or water colors to call and examine
/
I I
4
I
llllill-VUA.IlMi
II

our

|

work before

|> \

•

placing their orders elsewhere.

it.

F. JOY'.

SUMMER

SCHEDULE.

•Steamers “Catherine”, “Juliette” and “Rockland”, will leave Ellsworth every day except
Sunday ;it Sa m, Surry at 9 a m, for ♦ParkerV
Point, Bluehill, “South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedg
wick, Deer Isle,
Sargentvllle, Kggemogg'n,
♦Blake’s Point, Castine, Dark Harhor (lsiehoroi, arriving in Rockland to make close conuections with steamers for Boston direct.
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of Boston
boats every day except Monday for above lam!
ings, arriving in Ellsworth early lu the after
noon.

Through tickets sold
through.

on

checked

O.

G.

♦Flag landing.

board and

baggag<

A. CROCKETT,

Manager, Rockland, M«vv

iilUGlNS,
Agent, Ellsworth

Subscribe for The American
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all the other
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in Hancock

county;

P\yr additional

papers in the county comreach so many. The Amer-

sec

other

Mrs. Hervey Foren
a visit.

has gone to

Port-

land for

Frank Allen, of
town this week.

Harrington,

was

in

Climax.

visiting

relatives here.

John Marshall, of Malden, Mass., islin
town, visiting relatives.
Shute

Miss lva

pages.

ill attend the fall

w

ses-

Farrell, of Center, Mount Desert,
has been visiting friends here.
Miss Ada LaChevalier, of MassachuMrs.

guest at H. C. Milliken’s.
Miiliken and wife, former residents here, now of Springfield, are ivisitsetts, is

a

Melvin

ton.

ing:

Albert Jordan, of Eddington, who has
been the guejt of Harley Grover the past
week, has returned home.

relatives here.

Eben Kingman and wife, Mrs. Addie
and Melvin Wilbur were presof Walter Dyer, of
ent at the funeral
Eastl rook, a brother-in-law of the for-

James Percy, of Boston, made a
visit to her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Severin Thorsen, last week. On her
Mrs.

short

last week.

Speer

Mrs.

return her mother

*br additional
North

Waltham,

of

Hope

Mr.

day

for

a

year.

Castlne, have visited

child, of North
sister, Mrs. C.

her

Louise A. Blake arrived on Tuesday’s
boat from Rockland and proceeded on bicycle to South Brooksville.
M. E. Maling recently visited friends
relatives at Blake's point. His long
illness has prevented his coming for several years before.
and

Stevens, of Bangor, has made his
annual call at the Cape. He is quite helpless, but comes in a small sail bout with a

boy

to

care

no*

othrr

our

d«y meeting

grangers attended
last Tuesday at N.

for him.

Dr. Kirby returned to Boston on Tuesday leaving his wife and child at Black’s.
Miss McBlair went to Boston the same
day from Cndereliff.

Mrs. S. J. You tig and

a cake of the
vvhite.>L
and
purest
Glycerine Scip in

the

every

F.

son

good

the

e

of o)ie.

j

thing’s quickly, ci a s
fVORINE
them easily, cleans them thoroughly.
You save time, labor, and expense
by using* it.
cleans

Lelia Richardson goes to South Penobon Saturday, to teach the fall term of

scot

tm..™,™.

school, and Sadie Coggins goes to West

day

get

ot

c

*

ihereiore

trro

things for

Myra Freethy and Albion Cray, of
Brooklin, were the guests of Leila Richardson on Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs.
Annie
Barbour and daughter
Bertha, of Bar Harbor, are visiting Mrs.
Barbour’s parents, Joel Young and wife.

same

packa.

“IvorineL
you

Lester, and
Mrs. J. M. Pierce and daughter Beatrice,
spent Thursday at Seal Harbor.

Penobscot the

-■«—

We put

l.amoiHP.

parents.
Held

-----

1—1

paqen.

Norton’s in Penobscot.

Chelsea Wednessecond visit to Cndereliff this
arrived from

Mrs. Daniel Blake and

County .V>*r*

Melvin McFarland a*id wife, of Boston,
are spending their vacation with
their
Several of

family,

and

Mr.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hundell, of Minnesota,
who has been absent from this, her native
town, for many years, called on her
former friends here last week.

Tellison,

Bertrand E. Maling has been spending

abbrrtiacmtnta.

COUNTY NEWS.

four weeks at Fairview.

H. Blake.

sion at Castine normal school.

Edv : 1 Grover has razed his store preparatory to building a larger one.
Mrs. E\ in Dunham and sons, Charley
and Hurry Brown, have returned to Bos-

|

Mass., left Cndereliff laHt week.

Mrs. Arthur Thorsen, of New York, is

OttB.

mer,

ant Hill cemetery.
Aug. 29.

ton.

COUNTY NEWS.
aunty yews

other popes.

see

returned last week to Bos-

John Shute

ia
ican
not the only paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, tnii it %a tne only paper that can propalii i a County paper; all the
t,. ly
r. ’ocal papers.
The circulation of I lxk American, barring the Bar
mrorr’s summer list, is larger
Har (
(t*ay that of all the other papers printed
in 1
mty.

(

County News

erts.

Hancock.

Went

in

Cor ua.imom

The pall-bearers were Owen Dunbar, Blanchard Roberts, Fred Mitchell
and E. J. Snow. Interment was in Pleas-

COUNTY NEWS.

Amerxc A.N has subscribers at 106

the 116

Try

to teach there.

to-day!

it

.......

quiet wedding was solemnized at the
parsonage on Sunday, Aug. 11, by Rev.
Mr. Pendleton, when Miss Agues Davis, I of this
town, who taught the Rummtr trated by stereopticon views of Jerusalem
of Trenton, was married to Newell Tripp, term and was much liked
by parents and and vicinity, and was very clear and inof this place. The happy couple have the
pupils. Miss Frost is a young lady w hom structive. All went away well pleased.
best wishes of their many friends.
O.
all feel proud to speak of as trying to
Aug. 29.
Y.
Aug. 22.
No. 4 is
climb to the top of the ladder.
W«*«t Brnnksvtll*.
Simeon Young Is quite ill with acute taught by Cora Penney.
Capt. George H. Tapley made a busiS.
Aug. 29.
bronchitis.
ness trip to Bucksport last Saturday.
Rev. W. H. Rice, of Larrabee, will visit Kh«( Sullivan.
Pearl Gott was seriously injured Saturrelatives and
friends here the present
Miss Marie Johnson is spending her
day by being thrown from bis carriage.
A

_

accompanied her.
Mr. Head and wife, who have spent the
The death of Alice Vaughn at Buck’s
H. C. and Fred Miiliken, Sherman and Harbor Inn calls forth
past week with Mrs. Head’s grandparents,
sympathy from
Mr. and Mrs. George Jordan and Mr. and Irving McFarland, Victor Smith, Watscn those who knew her when the family
Mrs. George Stanley, of this place, have Springer and Eugene Perry have returned were guests at Black’s a few summers ago.
week.
vacation with her father.
He had several ribs broken.
from Harrington, w here they have been The Vaughns are from
returned to Bar Harbor.
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. J. M. Pierce and daughter will
John Allen and wife, ot Wiuthrop, are
the past few months.
24.
B.
during
Aug.
Forty-two summer visitors have left
are:
Visitors the past week
George
leave for their home in Boston on Wedvisiting at H. O. Johnson’s.
Harvard Sawyer,
town the past week.
Rev. D. L. Yale, of Ellsworth, gave one South Derr lule.
Jordan and wife, and Mrs. Sarah Rernick,
nesday.
wife and daughter Elizabeth, of Bangor,
Miss Beatrice Blaisdell, of Franklin, has
of Ells wort n; Mrs. Cora Conroy, of New of his interesting lectures, w ith views of
Ernest Calkin, whose injuries were reDr. H. A. Holt and Miss Mayo, of Monare still at “The Broukside".
been visiting relatives in town.
York; Mrs. John Conway, Mrs. Susie the holy city, at the school-house Thurs- ported, is recovering.
roe, are spending a few days with Dr.
That was a pleasant meeting at the old
A party of eight bicyclists enjoyed the
Partridge and Charles Leach and wife, of day evening. There was quite a number
Uustavus Robbins, who made a short
Holt’s parents, Capt. A. (_’. Holt and wife.
Lawrence, Mass., Mrs. Walter Gibson, of preseut. All were well pleased. After visit here, left for his home in Ailston
moonlight Saturday evening by a ride to Tapley homestead on Wednesday, Aug. 17,
29.
Y.
Aug.
when the eight Tapley brothers met, ail
Sorrento.
Methuen, Mass., Mrs. Laura McFarland, the lecture ice-cream and cake were Friday.
of Connecticut: Henry Jeliison, of Eden; served. Proceeds for the C. E. society.
Miss Marcia Allen, who will teach the at the same time, after forty-seven years.
Lain out**.
John E. Robbins arrived Tuesday from
Sumac.
Turner and two children, of
Mrs.
Aug. 29.
Mrs. J. W. Bragdon Iirh returned to her fall term in the Harland district, spent a (An article relating to this reunion is
Ailston, Mass., for a few days’ visit to
printed elsewhere in this issue.)
Lynn, Mass., and Miss Effic Fogg, of Atlantic.
home at hargo, rs. D.
day in town recently.
his home here.
Bangor
Fred Eddy and wife, of Bangor, gave a
Wallace Easton, wife and daughter, of
Frank
of
has
Mrs.
Julia
Braddock,
Pa.,
visited
her
husband
I^eighton,
Covey
Mrs. Abbie Junkins arrived from SomKay.
! em Y’ Aug.
Aug. ho.
clam-bake on “I’ncb Job
Camden, are visiting Dr. Small.
joined his mother, who is visiting her
erville, Mass., Tuesday to visit relatives at liar Harbor last week.
13.
Capt. Jerome Tapley was master of
Drill-, a tv
Miss Jennie Potter, Mrs. Addie Frye
nere.
»ue maxes ner ueauquariers wun
\V. F. Hutchings and daughter spent a sister, Mrs. Kstabrooks.
ceremonies, and owing In his ability as
C rtnide Southworth. of South and daughter Florence are
Mstopping with her sister, Mrs. Mary Gray.
Mrs. Lucetta Hill and daughter Sarah
few days in Prospect Harbor recently.
a
baker the affair whs « m»»^t enjoyable
Brewer, i- visiting her mother.
Capt. W. Leslie Joyce.
Mrs. Iiiil will reA severe thunder shower visited this
Mrs. Sophia Emery, of liar Harbor, is are at Mrs. OrdwHy's.
Dinner whs served at high noon,
one.
Mr
i>. Eldridge has rented her farm
Mrs. George B. I). Pepper, of Waterville,
main during the winter.
and
Wedanother
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mary Coolplace Sunday evening
after which picture-tuKmg ami speech<i^d taken rent in the Lstes building.
who has been spending the summer here,
is
Goss
A
unThe
Holme*
id ge.
itngc
nesday evening.
just opened; making were indulged in.
Small, and
N ! t i“ Goodwill and children have | left for home Monday.
Mr
other party had telephones burnt out by
to the illin-s of Miss Holmes, the
Charles
1'OMMON.
Key Holds and Miss Jennie owing
Aug. 29.
return d to heir home in Brewer after a
was
unal.be to
leave
There in considerable talk of starting a the lightning Sunday night.
the city
;
Swim, of East Boston, are guests of Mr. family
tirern l.nkr.
! public library at this place. It is hoped it
visit to friends here.
sooner.
Several people from here went on the
Ktynolds’ parents.
Mrs. Ahbie Nason, of Portland, has been
Mr? 'sa-ah Kemick. of Ellsworth, with will not end in talk, as during the long excursion to campmeeting Wednesday.
Last Friday afternoon J. B. Johnson
Mrs. John Barnard and children, of
visiting Mrs. S. M. Ilayn*
winter evenings much pleasure and profit An excursion was planned from Stoningher daughter. Mrs. Cora Conroy and Masa
furnished
boiled
clams
in
ho-pitable
Sharon, are visiting Mrs. Barnard's parGeorge E. Higgins h »s returned to his
ter Eug no, of Brooklyn, N. V., is visitmay he derived from a properly-selected
ton Thursday on the “Stella Piekert”,
manner at his shore, and of the remnants
ents, Capt. Calvin Coggins and \\ ife.
home in Boston, after spending two weeks
■= here.
library. A public reading-room would but the weather was unfavorable and not
ing r !a.
there was nothing but shells.
Misses Hattie and Sadie Boynton, who
with his family.
Miss Annie B. Roberts arrived from Seal be of great benefit to the young people. enough people gathered to pay expanses so
Friday another party went to Corea, but
have been iri Massachusetts during the
Dr. (». A. Phillip-, of Ellsworth, was
it was given up.
Harb <r Fri 1av to spend a few days with Keep the ball a rolling!
were not favored with smiles at that depast year, are at home on a vacation.
Ego.
Aug. 2H.
called here Wednesday cv< :i ng t>. attend
She will resume
Mrs. Nellie Turner.
lightful spot, but rather tears. However,
PATRIOTIC CONCERT.
John Cool id ge and son Clinton, of WalItrookliii.
teaching at Surry village next Monday.
the crowd n mained jolly through all the a young son of George Cross man. who’was
A patriotic concert was held at the
tham. Mass., have joined Mrs. Coolidge
B.
will
Schools
12.
rivulets trickling from various umbrellas. badly kicked in the face hv a horse.
Aug. 29.
begin
Sept.
The
Baptist church Sunday evening.
and children Ht their summer home here.
I.. A. H.
Aug. 29.
(). H. Venuer is occupying the Bray
church was prettily decorated with large
South Hancock.
Thursday, the 11th, a picnic was given
Miss Gertrude Hutchings entertained
A large audience lishouse.
Miss Helen A. Wooster left Monday for aud small flags.
at Hotel Tunk in honor of Mrs. Squires.
in a happy manner a company of friends
SWjcrtisniunte.
A most delightful day was spent, Mr. and
Some /ville, Mass., where she has been en- tened to the following programme, which
Henry Jordan has leased the Parker at tier home one afternoon and
evening Mrs. Havey making things very pleasant.
was well carried out:
gaged to teach in the Hodgkins' school.
cottage.
recentty.
Spec.
Walter Kstabrooks and wife, Misses JohnAug. 30.
Singing, Flag of the Free.Congregation
Mrs. Julia Jackson is visiting friends
23d psalin. .Congregation
son and iiiil, and Messrs. Leighton and
>!!»•.
in Brooksville.
Prayer. .Rev F V Stanley
aWjcrtisnnrnls.
Mrs. Coui-R Frost is still very low.
Noyes went on their wheels to join the
Recitation, American Flag... Kuslice Thompson
Patriotic selections from scripture,
By a class of children
History of our Jlag.Mrs Dr Pepper
Address.Rev George Bailey, of Penobscot
Singing, Battle Hymn of the Republic.
Recitation.Bessie Pepper
Recitation, They are Coming,
Rilla Staples and Vera Trask
Recitation, Red Cross,
Five little girls bearing Red Cross banners
Singing, Hail thy Country.Quartette
Recitation, Betsey’s Battle Flag-Bertie Smith
Address.Rev George B D Pepper, D D
Singing, America.Congregation

Much in Little
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Aug.
Oak

S.

27.__

Frank Bowden has sold

ters to

one

of

Mrs. Edwin

William Abriel has leased Mrs.
mer’s house at the corner.

Quite

a

lot of mackerel

the sardine
Several of

our

young

on corn.

Blake, who was burned out the
inst., has bought a home at Center

A. G.
11th

Harbor.
Several of the ladies

lately

and

their efforts

been

have
were

&

G. B. A.

Mrs.

Annie

Francis

have returned

Mor-

visit to Bar

our

hunting

Bee

Several

swarms

Hev.

young

men

is

made

flying

a

wee£

Harbor last

popular

have been

in

town

to

Gray spent Sunday in
town, and held meetings in the schoolhouse in district No. 3, assisted by Kev.
David Smith, of Franklin.
are all in session.
Dial. No. 1
taught by Emma Morgan, No. 2 by Abbie Lord and No. 3 by Miss Lillian Frost,

I

anJ Stove Gasoline, writ* to tlie fctandard
OH Company.
Vork*City.

24th
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Morey,

Susie
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Castine this summer,

been

employed
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a
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rain to
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at

sale
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a

sail-boat

party to Pickering

a

Friday,

a

w« ere

they

clambake

Miss Laura Treworgy has gone
tine to attend the nor:..al school.
Mrs.

to

Clara Carter spent last week with
Harbor.

Mrs. A. S. Curtis ia

daughter,

Mrs.

in

very poor

Cook,

is

her.

The Misses Stewart and their
Miss Arnold, visited Bucksport

guest,
a

few

Mrs. A. O. Treworgy ami Miss Laura
Treworgy recently returned from u tendays’ visit among relatives in Etna.

Addie Bates, of South Brooksville,
visiting Mrs. Belle Dunbar.

Miss

w

other relatives.
Miss

S
A
m
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22.

Mrs.

brother,

and a sister, Mrs. A.
deceased was about
fifty-two years old. The services were
held at her late home Thursday after-
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noon.
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Aug. 29.

at
or

its best, and i9
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Kev.

The

Henry Bently,
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Bluehill,
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officiating
Morse, the Baptist minister of this place.
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Inhere was singing by a male quartette—
Messrs. Mitchell, Condon, Snow and Kob-
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and any one who has once chewed Battle Ax
will give up most any thing to get it. 10c. buys
a larger piece of Battle Ax than of
any other
kind of high grade quality.
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4

week at South riurry. Teams of many descriptions were continuously passing, and
excursions, picnics, pleasure parties and
camping-out parties brought many people

place, is

1
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price
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and 6 in. Decorated Nappies,
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Sadie Jarvis and Florence Wood
will go to Castine this week to attend the
normal school.

The young people of this place gave a
very entertaining and laughable play at

even-

not.

ups and .Saucers, worth W. per
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Mrs. Edna Perkins died Tuesday
ing, August 23, after a brief illness.
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iss IMirhiT', worth.!S
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Mi k I'uiis, worth 1:
.1<—
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,t Ali k r.ip-, worth !
e
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Kyg Heaters, worth .’V each,"
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South Penobscot.

number of the “bankers” are home
again. They report tish plenty and a
good summer for fishing. Harry Peterson
and Arthur Guilford will go a second

t

health.

now

days

A

MONTH.

Our hIor»> is only b few steps from Main
street, ami t will pay you ;< cal! nd look
t our good* arid price* wl. ther you want

Cas-

mission 10 cents.

dressmaking.

I

FOR THIS

her mother at Southwest

Ad-

Belle Wight has returned to Waltham, Mass., to resume her business of

LIST of PRICES

H. R.

Bluebill this week.

but

B. Gopdwin has been spending a
few days in Newport with his sister and

TRIBOrS

Surrj.
Misti Ella Stover returns to her home in

Her

1.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
Icct remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

South

very enjoyable time.
Plutarch.

Thursday evening, Sept.

cnred by these
Little Pills.

E.
Pressey spent Saturday
home, his yacht beiug in Bar

Friday.
Aug. 29.

on an

in,

Positively

dinner, and spent the remainder of the day in sailing among the
islands about t he bay.
All enjoyed the
day very much, though there happened to
be just thirteen in the party and the day

Bluehill the
“Sarah Eliza”.
return

SICK HEADACHE

week.

Davis Haskell took

Island and

schooner

heavy

a

PILLS

visiting friends

Peter Cressey, who Iihs spent the summer in Searsmont, came home Saturday.

Edward

The woman’s relief corps, of Bluehill,
give an entertainment and ice-cream

is

■

and relatives

night

Farring-

will

j

McCollum is

week.

ttluelitli.

|

l)r. F. O.

island in

Long

IVER

Mrs.

Misses Alice Brown and Carrie W. Fullerton, of Bayside, have been visiting
their aunt, Mrs. D. B. Alley.

Aug. 29.

of these objections.
has
You light it when you want it,
w^ien
you’re through. It
put it out
burns STOVE GASOLINE and
it
elf
in
less than a month.
for
pays
Stove Gasoline manufactured by
the Standard Oil Company, makes
no dirt, never smokes nor smells. I
Every modern home should have I
You can ■
a modern Vapor Stove.
cook anything on a Vapor Stove I
that you can cook on any other y
P
stove, and do it better.
I? your dealer does net sell Vapor Stores 9S

visiting

Ralph T. Spofford and Emery W. Pickering leave town to-day to attend the fall
term of the E. M. C. seminary.

all

VA DR
ST VE

are

Harbor.

I They

all day long when yon only
need a f.re a little while at
meal time is poor economy.
Such a stove overheats the
makes
house,
everything
dirty, keeps the housewife
busy. A modern

and wife

Frank Buker and wife, who have been
at the Sedgerock cottage, have returned
home to Lawrence, Mass.

Capt. Cushman Alley took

|

Tripp

L. Morey and wife are visiting
Mr. Morey’s parents fora few days this

chowder.

Sfe’jQ

Ovid

ton, Mass.

excursion to

ITTLE

home this

came

Oscar

Quite a large party from Ellsworth had
picnic at Oak Grove farm. They all appeared to enjoy themselves, especially
when they gathered around the nice fish

a

Charles Greenlaw

Charles Powers.

Schools

is

a

Feeding |

Capt.

>41

CARTERS

St*B.

week.

Andrew

Mrs. Francis Salisbury, of Bartlett’s Island, has been visiting her sister, Mrs. J.
H. Galley, who is in poor health.

|

^__

party.
Aug. 29.

now.

found recently.

daughter

and

home

l>r.

afefantisnncnts.

Fred Kimball is employed by Marshall
Murch.

Louise

fishing

crowned with

success.

John Kimball has returned home.

Several of

to

have gone to

men

Brimmer is in poor health.

tias moved into the

rison house.

factory Saturday.

New Hampshire to work

Gr<y

Mr.

Hos-

brought

was

Aug. 28.

Point.

his trot-

Bert Blake.

>"

piece Toilet Set, worth

our price
»o per M*t.
our price

Copper JBottom Wash Boiler-*, worth
#1 7a
uur price
Copper Bottom Wash Boileri with Cuj*.
our price
l*er Rim,
Tea Strainers,
Pint Tin l)lp|K3rs.
Clothes Pins, per do/-,
Pins, per paper,

F. L. Jordan came home Saturday from
a trip to Kondout in the schooner “Henrietta A. Whitney”.
Miss Florence Wood came home from
Northeast Harbor Thursday, and Miss
Nellie Alley from Seal Harbor Friday.

‘45

1 75
‘4

45

I

50

1

lo

1

‘45
;i

1

All our rugs at reduce.! price* to close.
Several teams went from Surry village 300 rugs. $1.75; 175
rugs,-i.oO: 1,50 rugs,
North Bend to the Baptist Sunday $1.25.
school picnic at Curtis’ Cove Wednesday.
Also a small line of <VSTOM-MADE
A good time is reported, but several were I SHOES which we are
celling at 1-1 price
caught in the showers while returning to wind them up.
home.
and

Rev. D. L. Vale, of Ellsworth, gave his
lecture, “The Holy City,” at the Methodist churen Saturday night. It was illus-

I>.

I

F. Tit I HOC,

No, 2 Franklin St..
Ellsworth,
3 doors from Main
-vt.»

/

fully up to the interest of the nfterThe history of the Hluehiil academy hy Judge Chase, in which he quoted
largely from the old records, was particularly interesting to the people of

Clay, Rufus I*. Grindle and Jonathan With gratilud a-* from the shadowy years
Stover.
Tiii-1 neat and rlas-ir edifice
appears;
At this session of the legislature Judge
And reverently the
halls we dedicate
A. 1*. Wi.sweli, of Ellsworth, was speaker
(iEORCJE
:E\ EXS
ACADEMY
of the House, and l>r. R. 1\ (irindit, of To that great service, which will educate
Mt. Desert, was a memt»er of the Senate. The rising generations, now and hence;
OF BU EH I EL DEDICATED.
I Each of these men, whose names arc | Fining them worthily for their defence
Hluehiil. The programme follows:
Gainst Ignorance and evil, want ami woe—
familiar
to us, rendered valuable ossistI
M u.sic.Chorus ar.ee in !»«•
INir.KKwi.Vi
MAR*
EXERCISES—TUK
'I'll*' .inflict ail ci.nage In here below.
04 the bill for the act propof
1‘luelii!!
History
Academy,
erly draft *d, and in securing it1* passage,
H'A(}E OF TWO CHTTATIONAL TN" cIconic!
This added power for doing good ;
•Tudg«* F. K Chase which service is fully appreciated by all ;
Uch.ome! I hi.*, new made bond of brotherhood.
interested in the school.
Solo.
Ml
Clough
Daisy
&i III 1.»»N.THE
LIFE OF
In
the
after
1SOO
there was a
fifty years
Relation of the Academy to the Surrounding
time wliui progress noticeably accelerHONOR.
THK NEW ACADEMY.
Towns.Key. Gideon Mayo
ated.
Organizations were on a higher
Inllucnceof Kducnilon on our National Life,
I’or almost a round hundred years
plane, institutions took a new signifiwas
a
red
latter
in
BlueU
Monday
Hon L
day
I'ciera cance. There were without doubt great
blue hi 11 lias he*
the seat of a school of
liiii, the academy town of Hancock coun- I Solo, Star Spangled Ilaunor....Mrs L \V Peters agencies a' work looking to general eduof
academic
learning,
I higher
grade.
cation.
in
the
the
ol
I.
llclallon
School
to
M
I'
It
Early
was
Hit*
of
century
dedication
County..II
public
ty.
of ttie
Grlrulle,
day
Here many young men, especially, have
school society of New York city
was
( lujgli
l’lauo
M
and
Gertrude
lie.--do
Duct,
Stevens
George
acancmy, which will
formed. Claims of public primary edufitted
for
college, and many more young
henceforth be Hie home* of the old Blue- The School-hou-e and the Cliurch, l!ev KS Drew cation were urged.
High schools were men and women have received efficient
Moral Education.Kcv E Kean
introduced
and
bill academy.
institutions of
many
for
Music.Yudlence learning took their rise during these training
responsible positions in pubBut it was more than a dedication; it
years. The people began to realize that lie and private life.
was an
»<•
.( mu m.tf
the joining
ageil whs necessary that “public opinion
LIFE OF GEORGE STEVENS.
The old Dlueuill academy was founded
of two ediic.t
iiiovi menta in a unity
The subject of this sketch was born in should be enlightened”.
hy an act <>f incorporation j Kissed by the
Chancellor Knit’s wise saying wa.i rethat will sireng:
r.
«
ti, and multiply Andover, Mass., Dec. 21, 1774. He died in
court «.f Massachusetts (of which
membered: “The parent who sends his general
tl
the state of Maine was then a
hem lii that would accrue Hluehiil,
many tin,i
part)
May 1, 1S.32.
Coming to our son into the world uneducated, defrauds
to the t*
bearing 111 «bu* of March 8, lww. This
d
narked, too, the town when a young man, he united with the community of a youthful citi/eti and act
was brought about by the
forethought
healing
mi; the tuning of the Baptist church and was counted as l.cjueatlis to i* a public :• :“-e< .”
and wisdom
i such nun as David and
Tin
ds of a higher education were
the last discoruani note in Bluehill’s soThomas Coil. David Thurston, He vs.
one of the pillars of the church, always | being considered ami the citizens of our
I bie r.
Jonathan
William Mason and
cih! pis
a
discord which for
y\- intaking a prominent and useful part in all ! town caught the spirit and coveted the Jonathan Powers, Messrs. Kobert Parker,
he
fast advantages for then
children,
ll Theodore
years destroyed
harmony of the its work and
Donald
lioss and John
Stevens,
to
its
contributing largely
whs then in 1N0J Hluehill academy was inwhole,and threatened worse results. But,
Peters, jr., men who hy the difficulties
No good cause failed to find iti
corporated. For many years this was the and
to continue tlu mets} Lor, time lias been support.
which
they encountered
him an active sympathizer.
only school of the kind in Hancock coun- have privation,
record' d the deep appreciation in
the tun
tl piano—here a
He
was a
successful
business man, ty. From its walls have gone out good which
iu Id a thorough education.
they
c.'i
:
and
men
of
owned
in
and
noble
woodland
citizens,
navigalargely
prof'-ssion.-'.
string iiss bu n ;. akund where relations
I nder the fostering care of these noble
between uin fronds ni.e been strained; tion. In *'11 he built th** only shipev*r I ship masters and navigators to all parts
ires there ha-. gone from this institution
built in Hluehiil, and of which he was of the world.
some
whose names stand high on life's
there a string
J.ieh was loosened has chief owner, and named it for himself,
All honor to old Hluehill
academy! scroll. From her ranks have
gone forth
llis tine hihI energies were given to his
been Liguitned, ami former
When the walls of this building began to
friends
teachers, lawyers,
ministers,
doctors,
brought into renewed friendships. Mon- private business, to which he strictly at- crumble, then and not till then did tfie editors, poets, musicians, legislators and
tended and in “which he was unusually
trustees of the Stevens fund deem it exwho have borne their part in
soldiers,
day several of the sjeukers at the dedi- fortunate.
pedient to erect the Stevens academy, A" 1
’led on the mighty movement of
cation tx< ui-u'a touched keys that formPersonally he was reserved and some- which we dedicate to-day to the cause
'•ceding years.
erly brought forth discord, but now what taciturn, and few came in contact of education. Only one of the original
REFLEX INFLUENCES.
found oio v harmony.
ne results of these educational efforts
The o -..tutioiis thus happily joined I
have reflected back upon the immediate
are the out Biuchili academy, established
.community 1 in which they were exerted
m >st fav
!y. implanting a love of litiu lbOU, H...1 the new Gem ge Stevens acaderature among tier people and growing
emy, or ucAdeniy fund, which has been |
up a cultured and refined citizenship that
is now proving a blessing and a power
accumultuing for nearly tifty years. With
|
for good.
this fusoi an academy building has just
Among the marked illustrations of this rellex work is
been t r* ted at a cost of about f7,000 for
THE NEW ACADEMY BUILDING.
build i.
furnishing-* and equipment, and j
This stands to-day as a ready guarantee
in
this building the Bluehill academy ]
of
future
and
larger
privileges
e its home.
will h
richer rev.ere

THE AOAHEMY TOWN
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THE

|

|"
p

by

presages
suits.

the

ir..sLees

of the Stevens fund

and

the

j

'n

ni

n.uo-1/iuv.oiii

n

iuj

nm

mil

by a board of trustees consisting
of three from each of the old board. The
new board is as
follows:
E. E. Chase,
chairman; Austin T. Stevens, secretary ;
l)r. K. P. Griudle, Arthur C. Hiuckley,
Prank P. Merrill, Joseph H. Johnson.
The old Bluehill academy building,
about which cluster many tender recol-

■"

people of Bluehill, will
preserved,
piobubly for grammar
school uses.
A description of the new
building appears below.
lections for

i

|

A FT E K N OI) N

I X

j

over

the

j

of

progrumnu

which

several

were

originally announced,

is

with him that were not impressed hy ins
honest y, at ought forwardness ami abilit\.
He whs a ruan well qualili d t
ti 1 positions of honor and trust, but from choice
seldom accepted such posit om-, he being
engaged in business which required his
whole alt cut ion.
With a mind keen and active, he was
7u >!ie spirited, and gave largely for charitable and benevolent objects.
His judgment may not always have been correct,
tie sometimes may have made mistake',
but all in Mil be was a good type of an
H
honest
Christian citizen.
had no
children or his own, but ever on then ert
to tio good an 1 help the poor, he ndoouu
several into Ins ftmily and as shown by
Ins will he was ready to li :lit«*ii their bn:
dens ami in some measure relieve ttieir
d 1st reuses.
He was married by
Kcv. Jonathan
She
Fisher to his fir-1 wife Jan. id*, ISno.
died Jan. t», 1S17, aged sixtv-edgtit year-.
he
Proof of lier goodiitss is shown hy
fact that when she had been dead omy
six months and sixteen days he married a
second wife, Mary Ann Haskell, the **ne.
loved wife Mary Ann”, to whom his will
so frequently refers.
Many pre-ent to-night remember her
as Mrs. Oillpntric.
hike her husband,
she was kind and hospitable in her home,
ami entertained large companies in her
eariy days. Mrs. Uillpatric died at the
advanced age of eighty-six, though she
had been laid aside from active work for
Her memory is warmly
several years.
cherished by her many friends.
have given
Few men in our county
more to benevolent purposes than Oeorg*l'ne high opinions tic held of
Stevens.
ttie value of education, bolii from a business point of view and in its moral aspect,
impressed him with a desire to help the
cause of education in the town which he
chose tor Ins home. In his will Esquire
Stevens gave to live trustees, chosen by
himself, a sum of money to be held in
trust, until said trustees considered it udvisHble to erect an academy.
This fund, having been safely invested,
has steadi!v increased, and from it these
trustees and their successors having a
full determination to carry out the last
will and testament of Mr. Stevens, have
erected this commodious school-building
which we to-day dedicate.
After numerous bequests the will reads:
“All the rest, residue and remainder of
my estate, real, personal and mixed, of
which 1 shall die seized and possessed, or
to which 1 shall be entitled at the time of
my decease, and also the reversion a remainder of my homestead and appurtenances, together with the 150 acres of
wood'land and all protit, income and advantage that may result therefrom, with
all the personal
property of every description from and after the decease of my
beloved wife, Mary Ann, the same to be
disposed of in the best manner according to the discretion of said trustees,
with the exception of my homestead and
appurtenances, which it is my will shall
always remain in the possession of said
trustees or their assigns for ihe use and
benefit of said academy, and 1 do hereby
empower said trustees whenever they
shall procure the act of incorporation referred to in my will, to convey and assign all property real and personal which
may be in their possession, including said
homestead and appurtenances
to said
body corporate, to be held by them for
the purpose hereinbefore named, and 1
do authorize my said trustees whenever
they may deem it expedient to erect a
building suitable and convenient for an
academy from any property in my will
or this codicil devised to said trustees
and said body corporate may do the same,
and it is my wish that said academy shall
be located upon the half acre northwest
of my dwelling house.”
In the year 1891 the trustees of this
school fund petitioned to the legislature
for an act of incorporation in view of es-

the afternoon, in
changes from that
follows:

er.ilul:;il
from Chief Justice IV
!« tter t regret from John B Real
E! 1—w *rth, r< :<.d by Judge E E Chase
Words of welcome.R P Grlndle, M D

j!

ill

■!

mnn,

B

V

ltesjionses,
Rev J s Richard-, lire h-vlUe, J F Wood, E \\
MayMu-le.l’rofs 11111 and Fries
ol
»
Delivery
key to president of trustees,
George W. Butler
A
j-tui;
key .- by pro-Mcut, A N <Ggood

if

ML
j

J

fg

Mu-le... Mi.-s Belvldere Gross
A sketch of the life
f George Stevens, by Miss
FI la stover, read by E 11 stover.
Dedicatory poem.Mrs Mary E Mayo

ll
1

Music.Profs Hill and Fries
Addre-s, Sugge-tions from Forty Years’
Experience as '1 cue her in School-room,
Prof. S G Stone
Music.
Address.Rev B L Olds

l

•>

4 Mnglng, America,
The t \* ra ises were very interesting.
Fhe acidrtms by P.arf. Stone, who is prinpal of l be Hammond street school,
4

I

11

»t<

particularly happy

w

ii,

He called

structive.

fact that Bluehill
tion in

t

men

attention
had

and

in-

to

the

distinc-

won

he worid in various walks of

life,

attributed this to the academy.
He referred to the fact that his ward in
Boston has sent a Bluehill man [L. W.
Peters] to the legislature two years, and

and

|

he

would
L

send

him

Bluehill

was h

third

a

atrain

vear:

it

jCapt. Frauk Stevens,
“City of Washington”]

man

of the steamer

of

the gallant
the battleship
“Maine” went to the bottom of Havana
harbor.
These were but two of the instances
cited by Prof. Stone, iiis remarks on the
progress of education and the growth of
the academy were instructive. He closed
to

who went

Slgsbeeand
I

with

an

the

his

rescue

men

earnest

when

plea

for

the

people

of

Bluehill to make the academy what it
should be by employing good teachers, a

good janitor,

1

and

giving

care

to the

school and its surroundings.
The part taken in the exercises by the
summer residents was much appreciated,

eiij yment of the occasion. The music by Prof. Hill, the accomplished pianist, and Prof. Wulf Fries,
the veteran violori' * 'list, was particularly
enjoyed. The singing * y the chorus and
by the Misses Clough and Gross was exand added to the

cellent.
from

Builder

accepting
keys
George W. Butler, Mr. Osgood for
trustees took occasion to compliment
In

the

the
him

work.
much regretted that President
Butler, of Colby university, was unable

on

his

It

was

kto be

|

present.

The sketch of the i ife of George Stevens,
and the dedicatory poem by Mrs. Mayo,
appear below
KVKN'iNG EXERCISES.

The assembly room was crowded in the
evening. Arthur C. Hinckley, president of
the trustees of Bluehill academy, presided.
Space prevents exteuded reference to
Suffice it to say that they
Ike*' exercises

r

is

other

any

should begin at homo-; not in the homes
of friends, as it so often does—and ends
there, too. The atmosphere which a man
creates in his home by example becomes
t he rule by which his children live. The
husband and father Htrikes the keynote
for right or wrong living.”
If you have been sick you will find Hood’s

Sarsaparilla the best medicine ><»u cun take to
give you appetite and .-irongth and restore you
to a condition of perfect health.
Hood’s Pills cure nausea, siek headache, biliousness and all liver ills. Price25cents.—Advt.

fflclJ teal.

People We Know.

of

years

j

c
and for Hie county of Ha:
ue
of Maine.
T> ESPECTFU ET.Y repr- s.-m
hn
son. of Dedham, in the .■•npp. of M .ncock, and State c.i Maine, m.u
»r
eu
! nar.u u..> Efim B. Cowing,
ried to James M. Johnson, >■* -nd Dedham,
,.4
16, a. d. 1898. Tiiat they
j Sept.
husband and wife at Dt-dlmi..
ik
May 8, 1895. that upon said ck*
'i;,v>
a. d. 1895, the said James M.
•.
u
>
deserted your sa:d liht ! ant, v
desertion Ins continued for n
<>•
than three
consecutive years ntxt prio
of
this libel. WhercfoT t>,•
son
-f
prays that a divorce !-mat nmon> between her and b
may be decreed by :- -1 j r»
of said county, for reason
-aid -•<•,
|<
sertion and that she may ne uivrn m*us
tody of the minor child, Vwho is now three years of m
And ..libellant further alleges that
t
the said Jam.
.1. John-on
I
her and cannot be ascertained
Eh ir B.
diligence.
Ellsworth, Aug. 19, 1898.
STATE OK MW- «•*
j Hancock hs.—Aug. 19, 1-189.'. U. .: •1
i:
Personally appeared
Hv.
I subscribed her name and nun*'- ■i>f
above libel. And that she doe-; not know and
| cannot by a r< .e-> n i.d did
of the '-■•id Jam-M in
.u
j theU.residence
S.
Before me,
Revenue
John 1..
a*,
Justice-: the w
Stamp
10c.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss: Clerk’s o<I'k'-’, <
|
cial Court, in vacation, Ell-vorTh
'ngust
a. d. 1898.
-M,
j
TV.: Hie
Upon the foregoing libel, or.!
I libellant give notice to the -n:d J. in. M
>.w
j Johnson, to appear beforetotin1
supreme judicial court,
! worth, within and for the conn'
H-mr.-ek
on the second Tuesday of October, a. b.
S98,
I by publishing an attested c*"*-.
r
id.el,
and this order thereon, three w- u- succes.i ,.,-wssively in the Ellsworth Ann.■■■
I
count" of
paper printed in Ellsworth, in u.
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to said si oml Tuesday
of October next, that lie
n
V
md
then in our said court appear an-' -'now .rise
if any he have, why the praje.
! aai ! ..reliant should not be granted.
Andrew P. Wisw-tl,
Justice of the Sup. -Kid. < ..art.
A true copy of the libel and o:-1court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Know
Clerk.

I
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an

incident like the following

merit.

j
I

I

tablishing the contemplated school. The
act was granted and approved by Governor Burleigh March 4,1891.
The members of the corporation were Martin L.
Stover

Am»n«tna

V

n

^

o

a

room

there

..

1

To all

persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named
At a court of Insolvency held ut Fib-worth, In
and for the county of Hancock. ...i iln- -ecoint
day of August, a. d. 1898.
following matters ha\irg been prerpilE
1
seated for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it is hereby or-'. t* d that, notice
thereof be given'to all persons.interested, by
causing a copy of this order t" he buhli-hied
three weeks successively in the
llli-worth
American, a newspaper published ,,t Ellsworth,
in said county, tiiat they mas appear at a
court of Insolvency, to bo held
it
P.luehlll,
on the sixth day of Septeuiher, a. d. Is98, at
eleven of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard
thereon if they see cause..

oc-

Id

are

landings and

a

laboratory

Kidney Pills at Wiggin's drug store.
After using a little while I found they
were doing me good so l stuck to them
and was awarded with complete relief.
I

picture grand, with colors rich and rare;
Shaded in perfect tints, without compare;
Entrancing to the eye, so beauty fraught.
Appealing to the heart so pure in thought,

e*u UIIU tnniiK can

an nearn

ruum

|

|

choose,

To make this work a masterpiece of art,
In which by touch of hand was shown his heart.

he

brought

The vision, which at first, lived but in thought,
A white-winged angel, pure as heaven above,
Rising o’er carnage—type of peace and love.
His fellow workmen of that age and clime,
And famous sculptors in succeeding time,
Studied Ids work and found their passion fired
To uobler aims, by power lie inspired.
Artist and sculptor slumber w ith the dead.
Ah, no' through all the years they live instead,
A worthy thought, a vision in the mind.
Which, in futurity, shall bless mankind.
Perpetuates a life; makes it to be
A power for good, whose end we cannot see.
This truth exemplified shines forth to-day.
Ills generation all have passed away,
Hut In this handiwork of grace and skill,
He who conceived Hie thought is living -till.
Inherent in true manhood is the aim
To higher standards, broader views, a claim
To liberty ol thought and spec di; a need
Is thus produced, to which this generous deed
To many lives will make an open door
of opportunity, ne’er known before.

To-day

we seem to

take from hands

long still

|

Kidney

Pills

are

for sale

by

all

OF

k'..liincnn

of

MAINE.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate oi Charles \V. Wasgatt,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imVernon G. Wasgatt.
mediately.
August 2, a. (1. 1898.
trator

1

hereby gives notice that
rpHKhesubscriber
has been duly appointed adminisX

1888 No

1889 No
1890 No
1891 No
1892 No
1X93 No
1894 No
1895 No
1X96 No
1SH0 No
1881 No
1X82 No

of
the estate of Irvin H. Hardin,
late of Bluehill, in the county of Hancock,

deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
This a- ademy fills a long-felt need and All persons having demands against the eshas a large natural territory from which! tate of said deceased are desired to present
to draw its students. A glance at its sur- ! the same for settlement, and all indebted
are requested to make payment imroundings reveals the fact that it is the | thereto
Nahum Hinckley.
only institution of its class in the entire ; mediately.
August 2, a. d. 1898.
county undenominational in its governNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
merit and open to all who may wish to 1
come-which furnishes an adequate tit- TlfHKREAS Helen L. Richardson, of the
town of Mount Desert, county of Hanting for college. At the same time it af- j 'f and
State of Maine, by her mortgage
fords exceptional advantages
those cock,
to
deed dated July 2:, u. d. 1890, and recorded in
who will make such a school the limit of!
Hancock county Registry of Deeds, book 214,
their educational attainments-favorable
page 281, conveyed to Andrew J. Whiling, of
opportunities for study, near their home, said Mount Desert, a certain lot or parcel of
best
surroundings that stimulate to

1UUO

■

too we ll known to readers of The
American to need extended comment.
Situated at the head of the bay of this
name, close by the mountain whose pinnacle commands a view of all adjacent districts, whose prominence and color gave
name to both town and bay. it is easily
accessible by steamers connecting with ail
coast towns from Rockland to Machias,
also by stage from Ellsworth or the west
towns of the county. The beauty of the
place is one of common remark; travelers
uf note having given it unstinted praisa.
It is healthfully located, has a good public library, two well-equipped and active
churches' ( Baptist and Congregational),
each with live Sunday schools and C. E.
societies, to which all uut-of-town students will be accorded generous welcome.

is

ACCOM M OD AT IONS.

An

jvas^ot^f^ha^piulou/^quietlj^

north fourteen degrees west six .6; rods ,u
aforesaid; thence north seventy-six deeast on said street
three (3> rods to
place of beginning, containing eighteen (’8)
square rods. And whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been and is now broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice for that

Vn

North division,
7, South division,
7. South division,
7, South division,
7. So^ith division.
7, South division,
7, South division,
7, South division,
7. South division,
7, South division,
7, South division.
8, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9. South division,
9, South division,
9, South division.
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division.
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
9, South division,
10, Adjoining Steuben,
10, Adjoining Steuben.
10, Adjoining Steuben,
in
t/lbi... Wt.,ilKun
lu, Adjoining Steuben,
Steub*. n.
10,
10. Adjoining Steuben,
10. Adjoining Steuln
10, Adjoining Steuben,
10, Adjoining Steuben,
10, Adjoining Steuben,
1.

1884 No
1kh5 No
1886 No
1887 No
1 KKS No
1S89 No
1890 No
1891 No 10. Adjoining Steu en,
1S92 No 1". Adjoining Steuben,
1893 No 10, Adjoining Steuben.
1891 No 10. Adjoining Steuben.
1895 No 10, Adjoining Steuben,
1896 No lo, Adjoining Steuben,
1893 No 16, Middle division,
iny4 No 16, Middle division,
1895 No 16, Middle division.
1896 No 16, Middle division,
1883 No 21. Middle division,
1884 No 21. Middle division.
1885 No 21, Middle division,
1886 No21, Middle division,
1888 No 21, Middle division.
1889 No 21, Middle division.
1890 No 21, Middle division,
1891 No 21, Middle division,
1892 No 21. M iddle division,
1893 No 21. Middle division,
1894 No 21, Middle division,
1883 No 22, M iddle division.
1884 No 22, Middle division,
1885 No 22, Middle division,
1H86 No 22, Middle division,
1891 No 22. Middle division.
1892 No 22, Middle division,
1893 No 22, Middle div isioii.
1894 No 22, Middle division.
1895 No 22, Middle division,
1896 No 22. Middle division,
1892 No 32, Middle division.
1893 No 32, Middle division.
1894 No 32, Middle division,
1895 No 32, Middle division,
1896 No 32, Middle division,
1892 No 34, Middle division,
1893 No 34. Middle division,
1894 No 34. Middle division,
1895 Nv. .‘I, } ^ "lo/15 iainn
1896 No 34. Middle division,
1K88 No 39, Middle division.
1889 No 39, Middle division,
1890 No 39, Middle division.
1891 No 39, Middle division.
18;*i No 39, Middle division.
1893 No 39, Middle division.
1894 No 39, Middle division,
1895 No 39. Middle division,
1896 No 39, Middle divisiou,
1892 No 40, Middle division,
1893 No 40, Middle division,
1894 No 40, Middle division.
1895 No 40, Middle division,
1896 No 10, Middle division.
F. M.

Adjoining

...

situated at or near Somesville. in said Mount
Desert, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at William 1*. Smith’s norththence following said
west corner bound;
Smith’s western line in a southwestern ui
rection eleven (11' rods to a stake and stone;
thence in a northwestern direction live (5)
rods to a stake and stone; thence in a northeastern direction nine (9) tods to B. T. Atherton's south line; thence following said Atherton’s south line in a southeastern direction
live (5) rods and seventeen (17) links to the
first-mentioned bound, and containing fortynine (49) rods more or less. It being the same
premises conveyed to said Helen L. Richardson by George B. Somes as per his deed dated
Dec. 22, a. d. 1880, and recorded in Hancock
Registry of Deeds, book 175, page 112, to both
of which deeds and record reference is hereby
had. Whereas said mortgage having been
assigned by Henry Whiting, acting in his capacity as administrator of the estate of said
Andrew J. Whiting, to me. Melville L. Allen,
by assignment dated April 1, a. d. 1896, and
recorded in said Registry April 8, 1896. in book
And whereas the condition of
298. page 469.
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a forelosure of said mortMelville L. Allen.
gage.
Mt. Desert, Aug. 1,1898.

There will be no lack of accommoda- J
tions f*»r those who may wish to avail j
themselves of the opportunities here offered. (Jood board with furnished rooms
can be had at f2 50 per week, and upward.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Every effort will be made to accommodate
Uziel D. Curtis, of Ellsworth,
those who come here for an education. TTT'HEREAS
Hancock county. State of Maine, by
▼ V
The citizens are taking the academy upon his mortgage deed dated the twenty-eighth
their hearts anew, and are determined to day of September, a. d. 1886, and recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for Hancock county,
make f*»r it a name and history.
Maine, in vol. 206, page 235, conveyed to me,
t^e undersigned. Julia E. Drinkwater, then
of said Ellsworth, but now of Andover,
“Sonny,” said lTncle Eben, “do yoh bes’ Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a certain
whah you is needed, au’ doan’ waste yoh lot or parcel of land situated in said Ellsand bounded and described as follows,
nature worth,
life tryin’ ter be sumpin what
to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of
Remembuh dat | Edward James Hodgkins’ lot and on the south
didn't cut you out for.
line of Pine street; thence south fourteen
de misfit man, like misfit clothes, alius ;
degrees east six (6) rods; thence south severcomes cheap.”
ty-six degrees west three (3) rods; thence

.vie

:

a.

and
re-

may

HANCOCK COUNTY.

subscriber
rpm:
X he has been

:

cent, per annum from the tin.
one dollar for release, or such

1896 No
1KH7 No
1888 No
1x89 No
1890 No
1891 No
1892 No
;893 No
1894 No
1895 No
1896 No
1896 No
1880 No
1881 No
1882 No
1883 No
1884 No
1885 No
1886 No
1887 No

trator

officer in the army, seated at the
table d'hote of a hotel, looking significantly at a clergyman opposite, said: “If
1 had a son who was an idiot I would
make him a clergyman.” “Evidently your
fat her

1?

a\

SLctjal Xotircs.

BLUEHTLL

The blending of the lights and shades and hues,
And ev’n the lilting background lie would

I pon a marble block, with steady gaze
A sculptor looked. He saw without amaze
A chiseled figure carved In perfect form;
Symbol of peace, after a battle's storm.
With touch so deft and apprehension keen;
With skill so exquisite, and mind serene;
With patient care from out that stone

Doan's

efforts.

ticBtry

finorcro

1
deem his interest by paying a- -’torto
the treasurer of State, as provided in chap. 6.
sec. 75 of the revised statutes.
No tract, however, will b<
less than the full amount due thereon for
such unpaid state and county
,esi
and cost, as described in tilt f Howl a:- schedule:

dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterMilburnCo., Buffalo, N. V., Sole agents
for the 1'. S. Remember the name, Doan’s,
and take uo other.

THE FIELD.

A

lice iuse a power to inlluence ami to mould
The taste of other artists, who behold
Its wondrous harmony of tint and tone,
And long to make that skillful touch their own.
Ere the iirst stroke of brush the artist’s eye

remedy.'’

demy".

:

1

a

hey

I’uK.M.

of

STATE

make it my business to recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills so that others may have
chance to know all about this valuable

■

MKS. M. K. MAYO.

rncp

Treasurer’s Office.
Mr. Geo. W. Perkins, farmer of Grant’s
Augusta. Aug. 31,1898.
Corner, says: “I am 74 years of age, have
1 PURSUANT to cliap. 6, sec. "2, of th< reworked hard all my life, and work ypt,
vised statutes, 1 will at the State TreasX
urer’s office at Augusta, on the twenty-eighth
but 1 know well that if it had not been
day of September next, at 11 o'clock a. m., sell
for Doan’s Kidney Pills I would have done and
convey by deed to the highest bidder, a].
I
very little lately, as it is I am not much the interest of the state in the tracts o; mid
hereinafter described, lying ;rt untn^rnori
afraid. I was troubled with kidney and ated townships, said tract.'- having .ecu forto the State for State t;r
unurinary complaint for almost 5 years and feited
tv taxes certified to the Treasurer of state for
if out in the cold, or if I caught cold, I
the year 1896. The sale and conveyance oi
suffered more than usual. My back ached each tract will lie made subject •..> a right in
the owner or
owner whose right- have
until I was miserable and the urinary been forfeited,part
to redeem tip- -a.m
at anyweakness caused much distress not only time within one year after the ^
^
during the day but at night. 1 took medi- or tendering to the purchaser his proportion
cine for the trouble, only one kind but it of what the purchaser paid iiu:f>u at the
:
i.i;. per
did not cure me and at last I got Doan’s sale, with interest at the ran

[ingsofthe

name boldly written on the fly
leaf, all
will decide that the venerate man whom
we commemorate this day was no myth.
And our best wish for those who aserrnb'e within these walls, is that tie
•»* t.■ of old liluehiil academy may fall
III.LA A. STOVER.
upon them.

lip

Bucksport, ill said county, insolvent debtor.
Petition for discharge from all debts provable
against his estate under the insolvency laws
of Maine, presented by said debtor.
In the case of Edward L. Wai ren, o! BucksFirst
port, in said county, insolvent debtor
account of .Stinson Hooper, assignee, filed for
settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original of court.
Attest:—Chap P Dorr, Register.

on.

BUILDING

and apparatus room, most conveniently
arrang'd. The first floor has two large
rusieth l.ved to see tbe building comschool or recitation rooms 20x40 ft. and
P • u*<1two cloak rooms Sx22 ft.
There is also on
And now in this day pud generati on,
this ili or a large corridor with a standing
when strile bus ceased, peace and union I
capacity for about 200 people. There are
rub- our land, a commit t e-* of wise m*n I two bul flights of stairs leading from
Ic.
aris-n, with sound judgment and
this floor to the floor above. The furnish*
g*-uer<Mis na’i.re-.
Working for a purbuilding are thoroughly uppose m-s si.oa a far-reaching wisdom,an
to-daie
The heating and ventilating
..nder."ian 1 :o_ >f the tdu< a-.ional prob- I are a« cding to the most approved
|
their
lem, and through
•!. ying three large ‘'Glenwood”
arrangement plans,
Hli.ehil! :»« .oieiny arid
k>> o *ge Stevens
furnaces, which give entire volumes of
net my c in* ge
a
one. "Tni m now ami
fresh air to each room every half-hour.
v r
f
'1
are adequate for all demands.
The
This is the result of a well-ordered inseatings and other school furniture are
The co-operation wiil give
spect im.
from the celebrated Columbian
School
tii 'V -o y io -M b
A
!idation ol tbe
The
Seating Co., of Cincinnati, O.
two “•■h ull- a im not on'y
rove economample black-hoardings are genuine slate
ic M, but will meet ? In- prevent i.eed of a
for the principal room, and a patent subhigher work*, and t he eniatgemeut of ed- stitute- d’ttle interior in cost, equal in
ucational interests.
value and superior in convenience—for the
This building is the best monument to other rooms.
The latest and most imt»*is mum' niMMja tribute of respect to
prov« d chemical and philosophical apparabe dead, and a useful tribute to the livtus will b..- used in the new academy, and
ing: and is proud to perpetrate tbe name
this department will receive the special
of George Stevi ns, and rehearse to the
attention of the trustees
pissing traveler his virtues. His interRESOURCES.
course with the living world is ended,
and to the rising gem ration who will
Together with the provisions of the will
reap the benefit of hia generosity, his life of Mr s.evens satisfactory arrangements
have b'--n made whereby the name, inmay seem a fable, but as they gaze upon
the faee
hanging from the wall, and tiiience and support of the original Bluehill academy are consolidated with the
listen to t In* old clock which ticked the
seconds from this marriage to his death, new academy under the name and title of
“The « ieorge Stevens and Bluehill acaor handle t tie well worn-books, with his
•'

,.-

j

support
academy
The wish of his heart has ]

modern
thoroughly
It is

with

■

...

They are Ellsworth People and What
They Say is of Local Interest.
When

■

■

ago,

in all its appoint56x56 ft. on the ground,
dormer
in front 8x18 ft.
large
which forms an arcade as main entrance.
Tne principal school room is on the see< nd door and is 11x56 ft. and
has a seatI
ing capacity for 160 scholars in single
seats. On this floor besides the principal

THE GEORGE STEVEN8 ACADEMY BUILDING.

u«le..Chorus
Dedicatory prayer.Rev E Beau
Mu»lc .Miss Gertrude Clough
t.-rs

it

gives the best that is within him to
those closest to him, his home will be the
ideal place that he wishes it to he.
“No man Iihh a right to expect from his
wife what he on his part does not give
her.
If he WHiits her sympathy he must
give her his consideration.
If a man
lacks
t he
element of consideration he
should cultivate it, and cultivate it not
for the benefit of his friends but for those
iu
and
of his home.
Consideration

ments.

M

l.rtter

privworld

a man

purpose.

ERCISES.

was as

scores

THE

of the town.
The

the

a reputable citizen
living right here at
fruition, in this fine academy home, one whom you can see every day,
building now erected on the handsome leaves no
ground for the skeptic to stand
lot
that
designated by himself for

^

thirty years uue of the trustees
fund, presided. He opened the
exercises with a few remarks, referring to
the day as one of Hie beat in the history
for

in

I

of high
reached

The assembly room of the new academy
building, which w:ilseat about 4(X) peoA.
N.
ple, was comfortably tilled.
Osgood, president of the Stevens trustees,
of

attendant

place

j

tiro

be

and

other

|

L/C Lull

trolled

is
the
which

no

and I curs right here at home, it is bound to
which has been progressing slowly but ! carry weight with our readers. Whefi so
to
till
now
it
stands
steadily
completion,
many strange occurrences go the rounds
before us at a most opportune time, furnof the press and are published as facts,
ishing safe and commodious sheltering
when the old building is evincing the when the intelligent reader knows they
wav-marks of nasal mr venra.
cannot be true, there is no wonder that
THE GEORGE STEVENS ACADEMY.
people become skeptical. On one subject
By the last will and testament of the j
late George Stevens, esq —one
of
the due
to the actual personal experience of
fathers who knew the value of an education, and who wished to confer it as a our citizens and their public utterances
boon upon his townspeople for coming j regarding
them.
The
doubter
must
generations- there was left a sum of doubt no more in the face of such evimoney in trust which should be used for
dence as this. The public statement of
the erection and
of an
;

originated

Riuchtil academy uniting in the exercises. ;
U may be said here that the institution I
will probably be known as the George,

|

correspondingly
new
academy
of
thought

The

consummation

freedom

would
not
he
person
it is when a man is within the
walls of his home that he is himself. Then
it is that he should he at his hew. When

|

—

iLrtjal Xctfcrc

HOME.

tolerated,

.....

It was the George Stevens academy !
building which w. s dedicated Monday

HIS

right that it should,”
writes Edward Bob f “The Man iu His
Home,” in Ladies' Home Journal. “But
it is not right that this freedom and those
privileges should he abused to the disadvantage of the wife.
“Too many men seem to have the idea
that they can drop into constant disconsolate and churlish moods at home with
their wives which in any other place and

•.

f

certain

ileges which
affords, and

I

)

IN

STATE OF >1A I N V
The Hushaiul and Father Strikes the
ss.
Keynote for Right or Wrong Living. ToHancock
thi Hon. Justice of Hie 8>uprca.e Ju Hcial
I
“The seclusion of home gives to a man
court next to be hold* n at
: in
h.
a

«

|

..

MAN

n >on.
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Janies and Richard Dole invited Lloyd
week’s
Carroll to enjoy with them a
cruise on their trim little yacht “Curlew”,
George
a
little sojourn at Sargentville being
day from
and Gray.
! among the places visited.
Miss Esther Dixon went to Gott’s Island
On Sunday afternoon, Aug. 21, the Rev.
of
assume
duties
as
to
teacher
W. R. Lord, of Boston, preached an exMonday
the public school there.
i cellent sermon at the Norwood’s Cove
!
m.
At 3 30 p.
Sunday,
The dance that was to have been held at school-house.
Odd Fellows’ ball last week Thursday was Sept. 4, Rev. C. F. Dole will gratify his
a discourse.
friends
with
of
rain.
on
account
and
fog
postponed
Rev. C. N. Davie, of Islesford, occupied
Rev. George E. Street and family left
evenTuesday for their home 1n Exeter, N. H. the Union church pulpit on Sunday
ing,
Aug. 21. The descriptive talk of his
has
been
ill
latter
Miss Street
during the
experiences in the field of labor among
part of tbe summer.
the islands and of the efforts being made
Schuyler Clark left on tbe “Mt. Desert” to raise funds for a church building was
Tuesday to resume work in Boston for [I of
deep Interest.
Mr. Clark is travthe fall Rnd winter.
W. W. Rich, principal of Freedom acadelling salesman tor a large lumber con!
emy, was in town for a few days recently.
cern there.
Mr. and Mrs. Rich expect to make FreeTbe schooner “Winnie and Lawry”, of
Their friends here,
dom their home.
Boston, lumber laden, was hauled up on
glad of their success in educathough
tbe flats at the bead of tbe harbor to
tional work, regret their absence from
She
have some of her seams caulked.
Southwest Harbor.
sailed west Tuesday.
The Willard W. C. T. U. will hold Its
Rev. Mr. Anderson, of tbe Methodist
annual meeting in tlie library reading
Episcopal church, who has been away on room Friday p. m., Sept. 9. It is earnestly
a fortnight’s vacation, returned Saturday
that every member possible will be
and occupied his pulpit
Sunday. His hoped at this
anniversary business meetpresent
family will remain away a week longer.
Where
ing.
bodily presence is out of
The schools of this village begiu Mon- the question, the annual dues will be
daj’ of next week. Mrs. I*. W. Gilley gratefully accepted as a suitable subtenches nt Norwood’s Cove, Miss Lulu stitute.
lias recently
This local union
Heath and Miss Lord at Freeman's, Mrs. sent a box of comfort bags to Camp
Allen Lawler at Manset, Miss Louise LawMontauk
Point,
many ladies not
Wikoff,
ton at Bass Harbor.
wearing the white ribbon generously
Seth Norwood has gone to Casting to helping to make and fill the comfort rolls.
Spray.
resume study at the normal school. Fred
Aug. 29.
Higgins, Maud Holmes and Alton Trundy Salisbury Cove.
for Freedom to
are to leave this week
Dr. A. F. Schaufller, of New York city,
attend the academy there, of which W.
W. Rich is principal.
preached at the church on Sunday.
Mrs. Inez Sabine, of Castine, is the
Dr. Jesse Hawes and family, of Greeley
at the Dirigo guest of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Wood, jr.
Col., who have been
for a week past, left Monday for the
Alderman Smith and w ife, of Portland,
West. Dr. Hawes was a neighbor of Mr. are guests of Mrs. P. H. Young this week.
ami Mrs. Charles Stanley when they lived
Mrs. M. Ella Salisbury, of Waterville,
West, and are near neighbors of Mrs. was the guest of Mrs. Liscomb the first of
James F. Ross, a former resident of this
Fuller
SaturK.
returned
a
week's vacation in Portland

FALL

CAPS

AND
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THE

LARGEST
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EVER

HAVE
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SHOWN.

agents

sole

are

celebrated

the

“Guyer and "Franklin
Derbv Stiff Hats.
W. R. PARKER CLOTHING COMPANY,
Main

Street,

cor.

County Xt'U's
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Ellsworth.

ened at a heavy peal of thunder, and
In doing
started to come down stairs.
ho
she fell and was seriously injured.
There are small hopes of her recovery.
Mrs. Fernald’s son Thomas, of Southwest
Harbor, was called home.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

C-

Franklin,

other pages.

Goul'lttboro.

;
Miss Mary Lawrence, of Minneapolis,
Aug. 28.
Minn., has spent a week in town visitCove.
Seal
relatives.
ing

jEN*

BAPTIST

QUARTERLY MEETING.
Baptist Quarterly meeting

ladies' aid society gave a baked
hall Saturday
supper at Freeman
evening. It was well attended and all

held at Centre church

report

attended

The

The Tremont

bean

a

pleasant time.

West

The

ball

base

Sullivan

team

with the West Bay team at the
latter’s ground Saturday. Score 13 to 27
in favor of West Sullivan.

played

Mrs. Hannah Fernald met with a seriDinaccident last Wednesday night.
ing the thunder shower she was frightous
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To Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.
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Aug. 24-25

was

well

unpleasant
Extensive preparations had
weather.
been made.
Flags tastefully draped, evergreen. potted plants and cut flowers transspite

in

the

old

the

of

pageg.

Harbor.

Moutliwewt

HATS

other

gre

Ocean and Stanley house*, who continued their aid by a “Mother Gooae” j
bazaar on Friday evening last.

church into a bower of
in the way of entertain-

Nothing

ment wan lacking. The Centre people are
royal entertainers and good cooks, and a
feast of good things, both spiritual and

temporal, was prepared.
An enjoyable feature was the picnic
dinner served on Thursday at the home
of Frank Hodgdon, the rain preventing
ihe tables from being set under a tent as
was originally intended.
Viands
prepared by Centre, Seal Cove and Southwest Harbor cooks were spread before the
hungry visitors, who did ample justice to
the bountiful display.
Supper was also
served at the same house.
Besides Kev. I. N. Allen, of Tremont,
the other divines in attendance were Kev.
Mr. Pendleton, Lamoine;
T. F.
Kev.
White, Bar Harbor; Kev. Mr. Cranston,
Northeast
Harbor; Kev. H. Y. Vinal,

Manset; Rev. Mr. Pinkerton, Methodist,
West Tremont and Centre.
Kev. Mr. Allen and wife labored hard

and faithfully to make the gathering
harmonious and successful; the chairman
of committee, W. J. Harper, also did all
in his power to attain the same results.
Other members of committee, Will Ober,
Loren Ober, George Walls,
Mrs. Myra
Hodgdon, Mr. and Mrs. Gray, of Centre;
Jotin Ober. Mrs. J. S. Powers, Mrs. Ida
Norwood, L. C. Ober, of Seal Cove; Dea.
and Mrs. Benj. Dodge, of Southwest Harbor, worked with bead and hands.
Sermons were delivered
by Kev. Mr.
Pendleton, Rev. Mr. Cranston, remarks
by Rev. T. F. White and Kev. Mr. Pinkerton.
This with social and business
meetings tilled up the programme.

place.
Quite a number from the way attended
the patriotic concert and promenade nt
There was a
Bass Harbor last Friday.
large assembly, and an excellent chorus of
National songs of tbe
some sixty voices.

HIGH

The Eastern Me. State Fair
IS THE FAIR.
AUGUST 30, 31, SEPTEMBER 1, i.

different nations

were

sung
Southwest
and national

paniments—the
Manset bands,

with

accom-

Harbor

and

flag presen-

tations.
Thomas Clark, wife and daughter, who
have been visiting here the past week,
home.
have returned to Augusta, their
Mr. Clark has in times past been a very
active man in the political, social and
religious life of this village. He was for
house keeper,
custom
some years the
served on school board and held other
town offices, was a prominent
Mason,
and was the prime mover in the building
of t he union church and a deacon of the
His present
Congregational.
place is
head clerk In the adjutant
general’s
office at the State capital.

Every day a good day. Everything clean and new. Stake races
to overflowing.
Class races embracing the best horses in New
England. The guideless wonder, MARION MILLS, who has a
filled

record of 2.04 V4 without d iver or sulkv.
The SPORTSMAN’S EXHIBIT of Miss “FLY ROD” with Log
Cabin, Famous Guides, the Beautiful Indian Princess of the Tarra
tines, Rare Show of Curios, Animal Birds, Fishes, etc. The FA-

MOUS JAPANESE TROUPE just from Mikado Land. “RUBE
HILNON," the comical Bicycle Jockey. T he ELECT RORANRA,
showing the wreck of the Maine, battles of Manilla and Santiago,
and possibly Porto Rico.
HIGH BALLOON ASCLNSIONS, both
with
Fireworks
The MtOYV YY and its varied at
and
day
night,
tractions.

EVERYBODY.

COME
;

K.

UKAL, President.

F. O.

H.

Aug. 29.

_

O. L. Tyson and wife, of Philadelphia,
who have been boarding at O. W. Cousins’
home
on
for three weeks,
returned
Thursday last.

Franklin P. Brown and wife, of Boston,
home last week after a two
returned
with Mrs. Brown's
weeks’
stay here
mother and sister at James Crockett’s.
John T. Finney, of South Framingham,
Mass., has taken a brief vacation from
his post of duty on tbe B & A. R. R., visit ing relat ives at Southwest Harbor and
Mt. Desert.
concert and sale of the
at Manset last week for
sucfund
was a marked
parsonage
The evening’s entertainment was
cess.
of
the
under
the
management
wholly
from
the
summer visitors, principally
Tbe annual

Baptist society

Auburndale, Mass.,
eek with his auut,

FOR

Spring:.
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be, it must be pretty
a

With gRM.

as

of

classes

merchandise affirm

Avoid
tmrmful artificial

to

compound*.

near

fact.
being the east-, and I

Such

The Misses Georgia Young and Georgia
left
Monday morning on the
“Frank Jones” for Castine, where they,
will enter the fall term at tlie normal,
Both young ladies are held in the j
school.
highest esteem, and they will be much
missed.

having

a

stock of

^W^^wy

...

Desirable* and Seasonable

student of the Rochester
(N. Y.) theological seminary, who has
been occupying the pulpit at the Baptist
church in this place during the summer,
closed his labors Sunday, Aug. 21, and returned to his home in Bath for a short
time before entering the fall term at the
seminary. Mr. Taylor is an earnest
worker, and the society has been helped
and encouraged during his short stay
He made a host of friends while
here.
here who regret liis departure very much.
They extend to him the best wishes and
success for the future in his work.
R.
Aug. 29.
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larly

can
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Ellsworth.

State Street,
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lib-
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ENO,

-want, I

decided to make

have
eral

ladies
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so

tising

that all

a

accommodated.

man

with

money to spend in adver-

wants to consider the circulation

newspaper first of all things.

of

Good

goods always bring good prices —only poor
are

*10.

for what

can

be

received

is true of advertising as
for
of everything else. Low rates and libertt1
discounts invariably denote small and

GREELY.

VV.
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sold
This

them.

has

Ills, biliousness, lndl
to take, easy to oper-
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EDMON

public—particu-

that tne

articles

Hood’s I’llla cure liver
frestlon, headache. Kasy
ate. 2oe.—Arfrt.

per

glass.

F.xce ls:oiWater is used principally as a beverage. No. a laxative unless taken before breakfast.

Hancock.

been increased from *fi to

cts.

MBjffliQL

a

Stephen Decatur Joy

^jXCBISIOT

natural state—not

Emery

circulation.

valueless

No. 5 Main St.

I

Kansas

Leavenworth

Times.

INoo.

BY THE THOROUGHLY

HELD

WATER.

the fnmou*

Sorrwj In iLs

Rohie Palmer, with their
Coburn
siBter
Harriet, of Foxcroft, have been
visiting relatives here and at Bar Harbor,
for the past two weeks.

of

from

w

the

REPUTATION

Fresh

DULL...

SAID TO BE

and

Pension

8TKliNS. secretary

SARATOGA

BUSINESS^^

many friends of Mrs.
Raymond
Emery will be glad to learn tlmt she is,
serious
illness.
from
her
improving

North

!.

GENUINE

The

Taylor,

Park.

Maplewood

Alexander Barron and wife, of Ells- j
worth, spent part of this week with their
daughter, Mrs. Alice Hamor.

Fred

last year at

renew our success of

We shall

this week.

Frank Wyman, of
has been spending a
Mrs. J. W. Wood.

1898.

BANGOR

1898.

stopping

ESTABLISHED
THE

aDbcrtt'srmfnts.

FORTY-TIIREE

RELIABLE ESTABLISHMENT OF

YEARS

of chance or any lucky hit, but has been brought about by persistently following STRICTLY HONORABLE and LEGITIM ATE
METHODS OF DOING BUSINESS; while to-day, under the supervision of the present manager, Mr. I L. HAEMAN, who h.i- increased so
largely the volume of business that at present LEWIS FRIEND S: CO.’S
was

not the result

CLOTHING
is the Centre

HOUSE at

ELLSWORTH, HE.,

Clothing* Establishment of Hancock County.
J

O

and wc propose to maintain the
clothiers oi said count)'.

leading position

now

held among

considering these1 facts, it behooves each person to bear in mind that all our goods were carefully selected from the leading manufacturers
the great markets of New York and Boston, and, as regards quality, WE DO NOT CARRY ANY SHODDY OR IMITATION OF
GOODS, BUT ONLY THE GENUINE, at PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
While

as

well

as

-

is also

=

Our Hat and Cap Department
received

complete, having just

a

large

Up-to-date
We still

carry the

as

invoice from the LARGEST

regards Quality,

-

-

MANUFACTURERS IN NEW

YORK.

Style and Finish.

FAMOUS HOWARD

HAT in

all shades.

We also carry

HOWABD AIRNB.

HOTABDSTYUS.
NEW

VVE

PRIDE OURSELVES
on

the

up-to-date

needs

no

I’nPNTSTTTNR
JL

■.

praise; time and patience devoted by Mr. I. L. HALMAN have made this department superior
England. The volume of business that is daily completed in this department is sufficient Guarantee
as

well

as

the workmanlike

manner

in which all work is

performed.

We offer you extra inducements to trade with

us.

-—

All fits guaranteed

DEPARTMENT,
where each

person’s

readily
•

youKW

words of

any in New

the excellent fit

MENS-

large stock of
Overcoats, Ulsters,
Reefers and IHackintoshes,
at prices that
defy competition.

or

money

refunded.

REMEMBER

INo trouble to show
TRIE

goods.

PLACE,

wants can

be filled.
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LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
MAIN STREET,

a

....

Dea,e*md\s«u?&SMll
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

